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INTRODUCTIONLI
This report analyzes the research program of the Department of

Defense (DOD) pertaining to the behavioral, political, and operational

aspects of counterinsurgency. This program includes research in the

areas of anthropology, economics, sociology, operations research,

1. psychology, and political science, i.e., the non-materiel program on

counterinsurgency. It excludes research and development related to

materiel and hardware. The purpose of this study is to determine

the adequacy of the current research efforts so that, if required,
new research can be proposed to improve our ability to understand,L

anticipate, and influence insurgent activities around the world in

F ways favorable to our national interests. Data contained in this
report were also provided to the Subcommittee on Behavioral Sc'.ences

of the Defense Science Board for use in its Peport

J.
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I. BACKGROUND

The DOD is responsible for conducting programs in special warfare,

psychological operationis, and civic action. It trains indigenous

allied forces to provide for the military security ot their cw-n

country, including the conduct of operations against loca,. insurgents.

It al3o advises indigenous forces and may participate directly in

counterinsurgency operations. The scope of this responsibility is

described in a se-ies of official memoranda2"6. These memoranda make

it clear that 3 thorough understanding of foreign cultures and a pre-

cise knowledge of foreign languages and of methods of training -oreign

nationals are necessary to meet thess obligations. Also, because of

the many types of action that might have to be taken by the U.S. or

by its allies against insurgents, a better understanding of the methods

of dealing with insurgencies in the undc developed countries is needed.

Research necessry to produce this information is described in a

series of official reports, including the recently issued report of
S7-10

the Defense Science Board.-' Since 1957 there hav.ý been no fewer

than 18 reports, which specify, in varying detail, the types of be-

havioral and social science studies which should be undertaken to
11-29

improve our ability to cope with insurgency. Clearly, there has

been no lack of advice and guidance concerning the need for research

in problems a!sociared with social conflitt an- in•urgerty.

: •In 1958, four years after the French loss at Dien Bien Phu,

0President Eisenhower requested a committee of outstanding citizens

to study the miliL•' assistance program, in the following words:

The accomplishments, futu.'e needs, techniques, and inter-
relationships of military a, :con~oric assistance need to

j be reassessed in the light of Lont-in-ing changes in militar;

I;



technology and strategy and in economic and political
conditions, and with consideration of new Communist
techniques in waging the cold war.e

The well-knowTi Draper report was the result of this eifort. It

recommended an increase in economic assistance, in addition to the

existing military assistance program, to meet the anticipated

Communist threat.

With this brief background and with the knowledge that suggestions

for ecoradic, political, anvd social science studies of insurgency nave

bepn made many t: 3, ;iLtce 1957, we may now. turn to the current pro-

gram of social science research.

I4
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II. ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT PROGRAM OF RESEARCH ON COUNTERINSUKRENCY

At the outset. it is important to recognize that there is no
program package or line item in the DOD budget labelled non-materiel
research and development on counterinsurgency, as distinct from the

materiel research program. Obviously, there is some social science

research directed at this problem, but the relevant studies are not
identified in any manner which permits their retrieval. There are

some Cxceptions to this statement in the sense that is is gen~rally

known that Advanced Research Projects Agency's Project Agile and the
Special Operations Research Office's Project Camelot are concerned
directly and explicitly with counterinsurgency. However, there

probably are other projects which contribute significantly to our
knowledge of counterinsurgency, but they are either less well known
or their titles do not contain the term counterinsurgency. The
problem was to devise a means of finding them.

A. ASSESSMENT OF RELEVANCY TO COUNTERINSURGENCY

A special effort was required to identify all studies that might
be considered relevant to co!interinsurgency. In the summer of 1964,

the Special Assistant for Counterinsurgency, Director of Defense
Research and Engineering (DDR&E), asked the Military Services and
ARPA to report all of their research and development projects which
they considered relevant to counterinsurgency. In order to be certain
that no useful studies were overlooked, the Services were instructed
to include rather than omit studies of questionable relevance.

The replies proved that this suggestion had been heeded. Many
studies were reported which deal directly with armed rebellion and
social unrest in the developing countries. However, the replies also
included studies whose relation with counterinsurgency was not obvious.

.5
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For example, studies such as the following iwere included: I
(1) Methods for improving quality of new enlisted men,

(2) New techniques for classifying enlisted men, S

(3) Effeuts of perceptual isolation on the human subject,

(4) .Political transactions relevant to arms control,

(5) Geophysic•al warf-re systems and concepts,

(6) Sleep and arousal of human subjects, and

(7) Problems posed by conflicting views concerning nuclXar weapons.

On the one hand, it seemed desirable to eliminate from our analysis

arnv studies that clearly contribute littie or ncthinq to our under-

standing of the problem. On the other hand, it seemed desirable

not to eliminate any studies in an arbitrary manner. Therefore, the

responsibility of selecting the relevant studies was assigned to a

panel of six judges competent in the technical areas of concern. The

panel consisted of Drs. Joseph E. Barmack (City College of New York),

Alex Bavelas (Stanford University), Launor Carter (System Development

Corporation), Max Milliken (Massachusetts Institute of Technology),

and the authors of this paper. The members represent the areas of

social psychology, simulation, operations research, and economics.

The panel was asked to rate each st. y on a three-point scale, in

terms of its relevance to counterinsurgency as follows:

Ratinq Description of Study

1 study contributes directly to counterinsurgency
2 study provides background data that may be more

or less useful for counterinsurgency

3 purpose of study appears so remote that it is
doubtful that the study can or will provide
information useful for counterinsurgency.
(This is no reflection on the fact that this
study may be very useful for some other purpose.) -j

6
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Information on the purpose and scope of each study, as shown in
Appendix D, was provided to the panel. Each member worked independently

and the ratings were combined statistically by the procedures described

in Appendix B.

The ratings of the judges tended tQ agree as shown by the fol-

lowing data:

(1) On cbout one-half of all studies (49 percent), all six judges
either agreed completely or only one judge differed by oneS~rank unit.

(2) On about one-quarter of all studies (22 percent), there was
a maximum difference of one rank unit among all judges.

(3) On the remainder of all studies (29 percent), there was
some. divergence of judmneiit as shown by instances of at least
one rating at each extreme.

From these results, it is clear that the panel of judges showed

considerable agreement in independently designating studies as relevant

or not relevant ro counterinsurgency, Therefore, we decided to elimi-

nate from further consideration the least relevant group of studies,

Ir specifically those which received an average rating of 2.51 or greater.

Simple arithmetic shows that such ratings can occur only if a majority

of the judges egreed that a study should be rated as 3.0. Reference
to the rating scale, above, shows that 2.51 is more than midway between

background and remote in relevance. The purpose of our treatment

was to eliminate those studies that are obviously not relevant to

counterinsurgency and to retain those whose non-relevance is in doubt.

The effect of this step was to reduce the funds by 19 percent in FY 65,

and 16 percent in FY 64. It should be emphasized that a study judged

* •as not relevant to counterinsurgency might still deal with an important
iL military problem, e.g., strategic warfare or arms control.

J Still employing the average relevance ratings, the next step was

to separate the renaining studies into two categories dealing with

relevance, defined as follows:

1. Direct: Studies which are most relevant to counterinsurgency.

ii• 7
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Studies which received an average rating of 1.00 to 2.00 were
placed in this category.

2. Support: Studies which are less relevant to counterinsurgency. IStudies which received an average of 2.01 to 2.50 were placed
in this category.

In general, the panel rated as most relevant studies which deal 7

with specific insurgencies or with the development of methods or theory
for studying insurgency. We call these the direct studies. The panel -.

rated as less relevant those studies which &re concerned with basic
research and techniques ofmeasurement. These are not directly appli-
cable to counterinsurgency, although it is recognized that the results
may ultimately prove useful for this purpose. We call these the support
studies. Use of an average rating of 2.01 to separate these two groups
was an arbitrary step, although it is based on the original instructions
to the panel. The sensitivity of the results to this choice are examined
in Appendix B.

B. TECHNICAL AREAS OF RESEARCH

The social science research and development program of the DOD
covers many subjects and involves many scientific disciplines. For
convenience, the Services were requested to arrange their studies in
four categories which were different from the normal DOD budget struc-

ture. These were defined as follows:

1. Political Studies: Analyses of national or international
problems of inter-relationships looking toward qualitative
definition of counterinsurgency problems.

2. Operations Research, Systems Analysis, Economics: Operations
research or systems evaluation studies, related to specific
operational problems in Viet Nam or elsewhere. Generally,
but not necessarily, military oriented; may include problems
of tactics and doctrine, but not selection or evaluation of
hardware, equipment, or systems.

3. Persuasion, Motivation, Psychological Operations: Studies
of attitudes, social, economic and political behavior, moti-
vation and psychology of individuals and groups, inter-personal
and inter-group relationships and responses to various stimuli
in such relationships.

8
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4. Manpower Traininc and Selection Research: Research into
the requirements for training programs, preparation of stan-
dards and tests for personnel selection, and development of
criteria for measuring the effectiveness of training and
selection procedures.

C. SERVICE AGENCIES AND SUPPORTING CONTRACTORS

Many organizations of the DOD support, and in some cases, conduct

in-*house research and development on counterinsurgency. Table 1

summarizes the primary classes of contractors employed by various

j .. agencies in accomplishing their research programs.

D. DATA ANALYZED

Since projects are continually being added to arnd deleted from

T' the DOD research program as new needs are recognized, a listing is

accurate only for a short time. Inevitably, the program which existed

in the summer of 1964 was modified during the following six months.

The:refore, our original data were submitted for verification to the

Services and ARPA in December 1964, and thus, the information in this

- 1study is, to the best of our knowledge, accurate and complete as of

that date.

The studies upon which our analysis is based are identified in

Appendix A, and include the following information in each case:

Study Number

Title of Study

Organization Conducting the Research

j lPrincipal Investigator

Agency Sponsoring the Research
Army
Navy
Air ForceAPPA

Category of Funds in the DOD Budget
6.1 - Research
6.2 - Exploratory Development
6.5 - Management and Support
S.P.- Special Projects, Navy

9
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Amount of Funds (in thousands of dollars)
Authorized for fiscal year 1964
Authorized for fiscal year 1965
Requested for fiscal year 1966*

Type of Research
Political Studies
Operations Research, Systems Analysis, Economics
Persuasion, Motivation, Psychological O)erations
Manpower Training and Selection Research

E. ANALYSIS OF THE CURRENT PROGRAM

Table 2 shows that the amount spent for non-mate'-iel research

and development on counterinsurgency was $8 million in F* 64, and

$10.8 million in FY 65, an increase of 35 vercent. It is estimated

that the entire military research and development budget on counter-

insurgency, including the non-materiel portion, is about $160 million

fur FY 65; thus, the non-materiel portion represents about 6.7 percent
of the total expenditure. (Unless otherwise noted, the term "research"

will be used to represent non-materiel research and development on

counterinsurgency or behavioral, social science, and operational
research on counterinsurgency.) Most of the increase was directly

applicable to counterinsurgency, i.e., for studies the panel regarded

as highly relevant. For these two years, 65 percent and 73 percent
of the total funds were spent for directly relevant studies.

S1.: Support of Research by the Military Services

j j In the following discussion, major attention will be directed to

the most relevant and more heavily funded portion of the counterin-

surgency program, i.e., the direct portion of the program.

Table 2 shows that the bulk of the counterinsurgency program (over

g 80 percent) is supported about equally by the Army and ARPA. The Army

program (see Table 6) is conducted primarily by SORO; the ARPA program,

funded largely by Project Agile, is conducted primarily by F;,AND and RAC, j
although it also supports other contractors. Although the Air Force and

j Navy doubled their direct programs from FY 64 to FY 65, they support

*This information was not analyzed because it was incomplete.

1|1
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only a fraction of the total counterinsurgency effort, i.e., 18 percent

of all funds in FY 65.

2. Technical Content of the Research Program

Table 3 presents the distribution of funds by technical area. The

two largest categories, operations research and persuasion and motiva-

tion; received 74 percent o f the total funds and 69 percent of the

direct funds for FY 65:

Percentage of FY 65

Area Direct ProrM

Political Studies 10
Operations Reseerrh 42
Persuasion & Motivation 27
Manpower, Training and 20

Selection Research
99

1. Operations research, the most heavily supported area in FY 64,
also received the largest percentage increase of funds in FY 65. Table

*. 4 shows a further breakdown of the distribution of funds in each of
these four technical areas by each of the Services and ARPA. In FY 65,

ARPA gave about 60 percent of its funds to support operations research;

"the Army gave major support to operations research (44 percent) and

persuasion and motivation (34 percent); the Air Force gave support to

political studies (40 percent) and persuasion and motivation (36 percent);
t-he Navy gave support to operations research (34 percent) and persuasion

[ and motivation (25 rercent). There was a similar distribution of effort
in FY 64.

3. Types of Funds used to Support Research

Military research and development is supported by funds in the

6.1 to 6.5 series as projects proceed from basic research to test

and evaluation. In addition, we found that some other funds, as noted

I below, also support research on counterinsurgency.

13
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Table 5 shows that most of the funds for the total research pro-

gram on counterinsurgency come from the 6.2 category (Exploratory

Development), 88 percent in FY 64, 83 percent in FY 65; the 6.1

category (Research) provided 12 percent and 13 percent, respectively.

There was a substantial increase in funds from both sources from NY 64 .

to FY 65: this increase was $478,000 (50 percent) for 6.1 funds and

$2,056,n00 (30 percent) for 6.2 funds. The Navy supports some of its

sty dies on counterinsurgtocy with the Special Projects fund, (which

is part of Program Package No.1 for Strategic Offensive Forces);

these studies are parc of 1r:cject Michelson. The Army supports the

preparation of ioreign Area Handbooks, at SOFO, with Operations and

Maintenance funds.

4. Types of Organizations which Perform the Research

Table 6 examines the types of organizations employed to conduct

defense-oriented research on oounterinsurgency. Excluding the small

amount of work performed by industrial organizations (6 percent of all

work in FY 64 and FY 65), all of this work is performed by non-profit

organizations which, of course, include the universities.

Four non-profit organizations alone, i.e., RAC, SOIRO, RAND and

HumRW, performed 6A percent (FY 64) and 57 percent (FY 65) of all work.

As is well known, these organizations were established to serve various

segments of the DOD. HumRRO works only for the Army; ?ORO and RAC work

mostly for the Army, but also get some support from ARPA; RAND works

on counterinsurgency for the Air ;-orce, ARPA, and ISA.

The arb.trary separation of projects into the direct and support

categories (at an average relevance rating of 2.01) uniquely affects

the amount of funds shown in these two categories for the universities

and RAC. Much of the work at the universities is basic in nature, and

not obviously relevant to counterinsurgency. Thus, more funds go to

universities for basic research (i.e., background and support studies)

t!ýan for applied research. A somewhat different process affects the

iarý; number of heavil-, funded support studies at RAC which deal with

limited war. These support studies were judged indirectly relevant to

counteri nsur•'ency.
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Universities received 16 percent of all funds in-FY 64 and 14

percent in FY 65 (an actual increase of $216,000). Reference to Table
7 shows that the average size of a contract at a university is about

[ $46,000; therefore, the increase in university funds from FY 64 to

FY 65 provided for about four additional contracts.

5. Size of StudyContracts

Table 7 examines the number and average dollar value of the studies

performed by each type of contractor. The increase in funds from FY 64

to FY 65 provided, on the average, larger support for each study ($96,000
compared ti $80,000) as well as for a larger number of studies (113

compared to 100). A typical contract at a university is smaller than

one at an industrial contractor, about $46,000 compared to $128,000.
The average size of a study at the non-profit organizations (the figures
range from $68,000 to $186,000) should be interpreted cautiously because

of the practice, in larger programs, of lumping several tasks together
and calling these a study.

6. Areas of the World Beiag Studied

Table 8 indicates the geographic areas of the world being studiedL
in the counterinsurgency research effort. In many studies, the geograph.-

ical area of interest was noted specifically in the descriptive material

Sassociated with each project. When such information was not available,
or when the study involved several counrries, the following definitions[ were employed:

Multiple Counterinsurgency Countries - Studies concerned generally

j with social unrest in the underdeveloped countries without focusing

attention on any particular country or region of the world.

I Overseas - Studies concerned with probleA.s in selected foreign

countries in which counterinsurgency appears not to be a present

or future problem.

U.S. - Studies concerned with operational problems of U.S. forces,

I e.g., selection and training of American troops for overseas duty.

1 19
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TABLE 7 [
AVERAGE SIZE OF STUDY AT VARIOUS CONTRACTORS

(Includes all Directly Relevant and Support Studies)
(In Thousands of Dollars)

FY 64 FY 65 F

No. of Avg. No. of Avg.
Contractor Studies Size Studies Size

Univeiaities 27 $ 46 32 $ 46

Non-Profits

SORO1  18 66 21 88

RAC 1  15 164 15 186

RAND 1  8 68 4 126

HumRROI 13 75 9 108

Other non-profits 8 77 8 87

In-house government 4 114 10 85

Industry 5 101 5 128

Foreign University 2 15 3 13

Unknown 2  0 0 6 167

TOTAL 100 113

AVERAGE STUDY $ 80 $ 96

1. These figures include several tasks identified
in our source material as one study

2. Contractor not selected at time of writing

20
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Not Country Oriented - General studies, e.g., basic research,

methodology, simulation.

Unknown - Studies concerned with overseas problems where the country

of interest or even the overseas character was not specified.

Table 8 shows that a large effort is being directed at South Viet

Nam and Southeast Asia, exclusive of South Viet Nam, i.e., primarily

* Thailand. ARPA supports both of these efforts as part of Project Agile.

* About $700,000 (FY 65) is directed at problems of Latin America. Less

than $100,000 is directed at Asia (other than Southeast Asia) and no

research effort is oriented at problems of Africa.

The tendency of the panel to regard as highly relevant studies

concerned with the developing countries shows clearly in -he table as

does, also, the lower relevance (i.e., "support") given to studies

that are not country oriented or that deal with the U.S. or USSR.

Table 9 consolidates this information into four major areas ofF
Sthe world. For this purpose, studies categorized as "multiple CI areas"

and "overseas, not specified" are included in the "underdeveloped areas"

category. In FY 65, about 81 percent of the direct program and 63

percent of the total program is directed towards the underdeveloped

world. The increase in funds from FY 64 to FY 65 was primarily for

more support of this type of study.

An examination of the studies concerned with the underdeveloped

countries shows that only a very small portion of the work on these

studies is actually conducted in the underdevelcped country. The

major exception to this observation is, again, ARPA's on site work in

Southeast Asia.

[I
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II. DISCUSSION

In FY 65, the DOD will spend about $7.9 million for non-materiel

research and development that is directly relevant to counterinsurgency.

In addition, about $2.9 million will be spent for studies of a more

general nature which support not only counterinsurgency, but other areasI of military interest as well. Funds for studies which are directly
relevant to counterinsurgency are 52 percent larger in FY 65 than in[ 1 FY 64. The Army and ARPA will provide 45 percent and 36 percent, re-
spectively, of all funds for the FY 65 counterinsurgency research

budget. Funds for behavioral, political, and operational research

represent about 6.7 percent of the total research and development

budget on counterinsurgency in FY 65.

About one-half (48 percent) of the total program for FY 65 falls

in the category of operations research and systems analysis. These

studies are concerned generally with analyses of military operations
and include such studies as indicators of effectiveness in counterin-

Ssurgency operations, development of military requirements, collection

and analysis of after action reports, and evaluation of various methods

U of surveillance. Very few of these studies are concerned with political,

behavioral, and social aspects of counterinsurgency. Studieb concerned

primarily with political aspects of insurgency and counterinsurgency

account for 9 percent of all funds, while the behavioral and social

studies account for an additional 26 percent. The latter amount pro-

vides for studies in the areas of psychology, sociology, anthropology,

economics and history. The remainder of the studies (17 percent) are

concerned with selection, training, and management of personnel.

Four organizations perform over one-half of all research on counter-

jJ insurgency: 64 percent in FY 64, 57 percent in FY 65. These oryani-

Tations are SOW2, RAC, HumMRR, and RAND, which serve the Army and the

3 25
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Air Force and, more recently, ARPA. Substantial funds (from $0.5 to

$2.8 million each) are provided to these organizations.

This situation contrasts sharply with that of the universities

which received 16 percent of the total budget in FY 64 and 14 percent

in FY 65 (an increase of $216,000 over the previous year). The FY 65

program provides for 32 studies at 26 different univetsities for a

total of about $1.5 million. The tendency for universities to emphasize

basic rather than applied research in the behavioral science areas [I
undoubtedly accounts for the fact that in FY 65, they received only

8 percent of the directly relevant budget but 28. percent of the

support budget. On the other hand, the four non-profit organizations,

which receive such a large portion of the direct cornteripsurgencyo -

budget, tend to emphasize applied rather than basic research.

South Viet Nam is the major area of the world being considered

in the counterinsurgency program and, it alone accounts for 20 percent

"of the direct research budget. Another 9 percent is directed towards

other areas of Southeast Asia, primarily Thailand. It is surprising

to find that the DOD supports very little work directed towards other

areas of the world in which insurgencies may arise: a total of $211,000

on the Middle East; $685,000 on Latin America; none on Africa. The

remainder of the budget is either generally oriented to foreign areas

without a focus on any specific area, or it is simply not foreign-

country oriented at all. Most of the current work on counterinsurgency

is accomplished without visiting or living in the countries being studied.

While we cannot make a precise estimate, we believe that less than 10

man-ye.3rb of effort (perhaps about $300,000 of the $10.8 million) is

being spent overseas in addition to the work of the Agile field units

in Southeast Asia and Panama.

The non-materiel research budget on counterinsurgency is supported

largely by Exploratory Development funds (6.2 funds). This amounted to J

83 percent of all funds in FY 65 while Research funds (6.1) provided

13 percent. Most wxork on the behavioral and social science aspects of j
counterinsurgency is preliidnary research. Much of this research is

conceptual in nature, requires the collection of basic information,

and the development of new methodologies. It is more appropriate for

26i



work of this character to be supported by Research funds (6.1)

than by Exploratory Development (6.2) funds.

There was an almost equal percentage increase in 6.1 and 6.2 funds

from PF 64 to FN 65. If behavioral research in counterinsurgency re-

mains in the 6.2 category, it vili probably have to compete with hard-

ware development in future budgets that will increase c•nlv sUghtly

over the next few years. Counterinsurgency research and development

of the behavioral variety belong- o--re properly in the research category

(6.1) where it can also, if justified, enjoy a larger rate of growth

F over the next few years.

There is insufficient evidence that the present program on counter-

insurgency will meet the long-term needs of the DOD. This is shown
L. most strikingly in the emphasis upon problems of South Viet Nam and

Southeast Asia and the virtual neglect of other areas of the world,

primarily Africa, but also Latin America. Already, these areas show

important signs of social discontent; any delay in developing a better

L understanding of their problems may lead us to face elsewhere problems

similar to those of South Viet Nam.

L There is an underlying need for a large variety of reliable !nfor-

mation about many countries in Africa and Latin America. e.g., cOm-

Sposition of masses and elite groups, channels of communication and

influence, attitudes toward the local government and toward foreigners

~ of various origins, levels of education, resources for economic growth,
and so forth. Such information must be collected and evaluated, but

it is even more important that we attempt to understand the nature of
the social changes that are going on in these countries and the under-

lying processes which govern them. In the long run, the development

of appropriate theories will most enhance our ability to understand,
predict and influence the social changes which confront us around the

i world.

An outstanding deficiency in the current DOD program is the absence

of long-term support for the development of behavioral and social

science methodology and theory applicable to counterinsurgency. The

DOD has not comitted a single university to the long-term study of

social change and economic growth of the underdeveloped countries, the

27I
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basic conditions which give rise to insurgency. As a result, there is

no community of scholars to lead the growth of knowledge in and the [
training of investigators concerned with these problems.

We have noted above that universities appear to fill a minor role

in conducting research on insurgency and counterinsurgency. They

received about 14 percent of the total budget for FY 65. This amount

was divided among 26 universities with an average expenditure of less

than $50,000 per study. This anount can support one or two professors

with a small constelUltion of graduate students. Although a variety
of investigators can be supported in this fashion, this type of support

cannot produce a large cluster of talent at any single institution.
This style of operation precludes the possibility of comprehensive,

large scale studies and the intellectual stimulation afforded by inter-
disciplinary staffs.

One or more centers of excellence are needed to provide leadership,
direction, and excitement to the study of societal development overseas.

Without concentrated intellectual leadership, it will be difficult to

get students and faculty interested in these problems.

Although SORO operates under an Army contract with the American

University, it is not a part of the campus organization and its parti-
cipation is only incidental to the educational function of the university.

This observation applies also to RAND, RAC, and HumRM), plus the other

key orgaii.iations supported by the DOD

There are many aspects of counterinsurgency to which sociology,
anthropology, operations research, economics, and psychology may

contribute. A natural consequence of the current efforts is that
investigators who work more or less alone work primarily on those J
aspects of the problem in which they are most competent or most

interested. There is insufficient interaction among the men of dif-
ferent scientific disciplines who study counterinsurgency; this is

probally to ever- one's mutual detrimert. Even the key organizations

ehasize operations research or social science, but not both. The I
establishment of one or more centers in a university setting, each

28
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I,
large enough to encompass a variety of scientific disciplines, is needed
to infuse new viewpoints and new technol 'es to the study of counter-

insurgency, preferably as the study of social conflict in the under-
developed world. Such centers should concentrate on particular areas
of the world, such as Latin America, the Middle East, sub-Sahara Africa,

.and Southeast Asia. There is a]so a need for a center more broadly
concerned with social conflict in the underdeveloped world to serve

r the various agencies of the federal government which have obligatioi.
in this area.
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!V. CONCLUSIONS

1. In FY 65 the DOD expenditure for non-materiel research and develop-

merit directly relevant to counterinsurgency will be $7,867,000, an
increase of 52 percent over PY 64. An additional $2,950,000 will be

spent for studies that are indirectly relevant to counterinsurgency,
an increase of 4 percent over PY 64. Overall, this represents an
increase of 35 percent from FY 64 to FY 65. These funds support

100 and 113 studies, in PY 64 and PY 65, respectively. The amount

spent for non-materiel research and development represents about 6.7
percent of the total DOD expenditure for research and development on
counterinsurgency.

2. The Army and ARPA support most (81 percent in FY 65) of the be-
havioral and social science research on counterinsurgency.

3. Four non-profit organizations perform more than half (57 percent

in FY 65) of the non-materiel research on counterinsurgency. These

organizations are SORO, RAC, HumRRO and RAND.

4. Universities are not being utilized to any significant extent in
the research program on counterinsurgency. Twenty-six universities
perform 32 studies and receive about 14 percent of the total budget
in FY 65. The average size of these studies is small, i.e., $46,000

compared to an average of $96,000 for all studies.

5. Major attention is being directed tothe study of insurgencies in

Southeast Asia, followed next by Latin America. -Little attention is
being directed to the Middle East and Africa.

6. Very little research on counterinsurgency is actually performed
overseas. The outstanding exception is ARPA's work in Southeast

Asia.
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7. Most of the funds (83 percent) in FY 65 for research and develop-

ment on counterinsurgency come from the Exploratory Development category,

i.e., 6.2 funds. Many of the current studies are basic in nature and

these belong in the Research category, i.e., 6.1 funds.

8. Clentral gu-delines and careful coordination by the military and

civilian departments of the government will be needed for an effective

research program on counterinsurgency.
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hV. RECOMMENDT ionS

1. Tohi programs oriented toward potential insurgencies in Latin America,
L Africn, and Asia should be expanded significantly. This is needed to

improve ou3 understanding of the processes by which insurgencies day

develop in these areas. It is also necessary to train a cadre of

tpeople intimately familaar with the cul mralent, ool let and economic

tobulproblems of these areas.

Si2 Large, multi-disciplinary research centers concerned with the social

development of underdeveloped nations should be established at several

auniversities. This will permit the application of various technologies

to continuing programs of research on counterinsurgency, and the

training of specialists in the techniques of dealing with social unrest.

3. More of the research on counterinsurgency should be conducted di-
rectly in the less developed countries. Overseas studies are needed
to record recent social ahdk. military developments,, to collect accurate

and timely information, to develop a competence in fieRd research, and
to build acceptance of Americans conducting research in various areas

I of the world.

4. The adequacy of the current mechanisms for coordinating the counter-
I insurgency research program within the DOD, and between government

departments and agencies, should be re-examined periodically as the
l size and complexity of the program grows. Scientific panels should

be established to assure the maintenance of high quality in the
I technical studies.

5. More support for research on counterinsurjency should be provided
I by Research (i.e., 6.1) funds.
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APPENDIX A

Studies included in the non-materiei research and
development program on counterinsurgency.

DIRECTLY RELEVANT

1. Political Studies

2. Operations Research, Systems Analysis and
Economics

3. Persuasion and Motivationi, Psychological
Operations

4. Manpower, Training and Selection Research

SUPPORT

1. Political Studies

r 2. Operations Research, Systems Analysis and
Economics

3. Persuasion and Motivation, PsychologicalK Operations

4. Manpower, Training and Selection Research
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SStUdNo. SofSurce u4dI N o. o u Title/Contractor FY 642 FY 653 FY 66 4

No. of Fundi I POLITICAL STUDIES

A ARMY None

NAVY 5  201 6.1 Socio-Political Precursors - - 40
to Insurgency

HRB-Singer Company

202 6.1 Inventory of Foreign Area - 25 25
Research

Nagle, D. Frendrick
ERS, Department of State

L 203 SP6  USSR-Chinese Relations 20 30 30
G. Triska
Stanford University

(NOTS/PM7)

1 These numbers refer to Descriptions of Tasks in Appendix D. Army studies
are numbered in sequence, starting with 101, Navy with 201, Air Force with
301 and ARPA with 401.

C 2 Authorized in FY 64; these and all other figures in thousands of dollars.

3 Allocated for FY 65 and subject to change; does not include over ceilingC •requirement, i.e., currently unfunded projects.

4 Requested for FY 66; does not include over ceiling requirements; uew FY 66
projects are not included. In many cases, no infor"-aion on FY 66 was
available, so that absence of a dollar amount in that column does not
imply discontinuation of the project.

5 The contracting office for all Navy studies is the Psychological Sciences
Division, ON? unless otherwise noted.

U 6 Special Projects fund.

7 Naval Ordnance Test Station, China Lake; Project Michelson (Project 177-000;
Sub-project 006-08-02).
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S~ Study Source
SNo. of urce Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66

POLITICAL STDIES (continued) 11
AIR FORCE 8  Project 9779 - Persuasion and Co.wunica ion

301 6.1 Patterns of National Development 50 70 70 1
and Implications for Military
Planning-Latin America and
Africa I

Lipset

University of Cdlifornia

302 6.1 Political Development and 30 30
Modernization in Islamic Countries

Binder
University of Chicago

303 6.1 Comparative Studies of 9 10 10
Modernization Affecting
Military Planning

Eisenstadt
Hebrew University

304 6.1 The Politics of Modernization - 75 80
Apter
University of California

305 6.1 Case Study of the Political - 12 15
Behavior of Foreign Military
Elites

Grusky-Hanson
University of Southern Calif.

Project 9748 - Policy Planning

306 6.1 Military Implications of Change 85 85 90
in Communist China

Lindbeck
Cast Asian Research Center
Harvard University

8 The contracting office for al! Air Force studies is the Psychology Division,
AFWOR unless otherwise noted.
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Study Source
No. of Funds Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66

POLITICAL STUDIES (continued)

[ AIR FORCE Project 9748 (continued)

307 6.1 Inventory of Foreigrn Area 25 25
Research

Nagle
ERS, Department of State

308 6.1 Soviet Military Aid Program 55 45 50
as a Reflection of SovietObjectives

Atlantic Research Corporation
H. Weig~rt

i" (AFXPD)-'

309 6.1 Threats to U. S. Security via 30 30
Latin America

Lieuwen
University of New Hexico

! (AFXPD)

ARPA Acile

401 6.2 Algerian Study 50
GClula

02 62RIM\ND Corporation

402 6.2 Historical Survey of Patterns 6S
and Techniques of Insurgency
Conflicts in Post-1900 Latin

America
H. Weigert
Atlantic Research Corporatio~n

403 6.2 Effects o. Stiategic Hamlet 11 15
Program in Vietnam

g.ham Chung
University of Arizona

9 Directorate of Plans, Air Force
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Study Source
No. of Funds Title/Contractor PY 64 FY 65 F 66

POLITICAL STUDIES (continued)

ARPA A (continued.)

404 6.2 Studies of Northeast fhailand 55 176
Field Office in 4angkok
RAND Corporation

405 6.2 Studies of Counterinsurgency 128 185 200
ir Latin America

H. Weigert
Atlantic Research Corporation

Behavioral Science

None
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- Study Source
No. of Funds Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66

OPERATIONS RESEARCH,
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND
ECONOMICS

ARMY Research Analysis Corporation

101 6.2 Army Requirements for Aviation 150* 15"*

102 6.2 Studies in Counterinsurgency 216 216

NAVY 204 6.5 itiiization of Special Warfare - 100 100
Forces i.o Meet Other Limited
War Needs

(Proposed tudy)

205 5.5 Geographic Area Studies - 100 100
(Proposed Study)
(NAG/OLR)

206 6.5 Research Implications of N3val 75 100 100
Counterinsurgency and
Unccnventional Warfare Operations

Stanford Research Institute
(NAG/ONR,

AIR FORCE Project 9748 - Policy Plannin

310 6.1 +-rategies for Crisis Control 35 35
"Conflict Management

Kintner
Universit -,f Pennsylvania
(AFXPD)

10 Naval Analysis Gooup, ONR

* Only a oortior, of the~e funds ae related to COIN.
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Study Source
No. of Funds Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY •6

OPERATIONS RESEARCH,
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND
ECONOMICS (continued)

ARPA Agile

406 6.2 Morbidity and Casualty Study 50
Research Analysis Corporation

407 6.2 Southeast Asia Treaty 25 -

Organization Medical Analysis
Research Analysis Corporation

408 6.2 Royal Vietnam Air Force After- 50 100
Action Study

RAND Corporatior

409 6.2 Ambush Patterns and Counter- 100 150
Action Technique

JRATA (in house)

410 6.2 Field Communication System 300 300
Performance

Stanford Research Institute

431 6.2 Threat Analysis 100 250
Research Analysis Corporation

412 6.2 Border Surveillance and Control 50
RAND CorpJration

413 6.2 Railroad Security 50 -

Research Analysis Corporation

414 6.2 Data Base Working Group 255 400
COMUSMACV (in house)

415 6,2 Indicators (Factor Analysis) 100 200
Study

R. Jones
RAND Corporation
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Suy Suc Title/ Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66SStudy Source

No. of Funds

OPERATIONS RESEARCH,
t[ SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND

ECONOMICS (continued)

ARPA Agile (continued)

416 6.2 New Areas Modelling Exercises 100 300
V" in Counterinsurgency, especially

organization and logistics
models also operations research
on control and protection of

V. population, borders, lines of
communication, economic infra-
structure

Research Analysis Corporation

417 6.2 Statistical Progress Indications 50 250
in Vietnam

J. Johnson
Research Analysis Corporation

418 6.2 Impact of South Vietnam Operations - 25 50

Research Analysis Corporation

419 6.2 Control of the Roads in South 25
C. Vietnam

Research Analysis Corporation

"420 6.2 Various Studies 1400
Research Analysis Corporation

L421 6.2 Communication Requirements 800
(Contractor undetermined,
probably industry)

S422 6.2 Surveillance 300
12Defense Research Corporation

423 6.2 Operational Analysis of 1100
Pacification Data

RAND Corporation

424 6.2 Various studies 700
(Contractors undetermined)

S425 6.2 Urban Insurgency 220 300
R. HolbrookI • Defense Research Corporation

A-9
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Study Source [
No. of Fund3 Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66

OPERATIONS RESEARCH,
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS ANDECONOMICS (continued) L.A

ARPA Behavioral Science

426 6.2 Dynamic Modelling and 500 -

Counterinsurgency
(Contractor undetermined)
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Study Source
No. of Funds Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66

PERSUASION AND MOTIVATION
PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS

ARMY Special Operations Research Office 11

103 6.1 Role of Military in Developing 50 50 50
Nations

McAlester, U. of Florida
M. Janowitz, U. of Chicago
Lowell, Indiana University

S104 6.2 Psychological Operations Guides * 275 *
John L. Houk

1 105 6.2 Processes of Influence in Cross- 31 92
Cultural Interactions: Personal
to Institutional[ LRitchie Lowry

Military Assistance Including Civic Action Research
r 106 6.2 Counterinsurgency Military 47
L Activities with Civilians

Frederick H. Stires

107 6.2 Counterinsurgency Mechanisms 77 108
for Changing Attitudes

To be determined

11 Summary of SORO Operating Budget
Funds FY 64 FY 65 FY 66SForeign Area Handbooks O&M 620 620 620

CINFAC 6.2 500 500 •
Camelot 6.1 1100
Camelot 6.2 450 900
Research 6.1 50 50 50
Other 6.2 880 843 900
Carry over from FY 64 247

1=5 - 4070

Note: Funding estimates for FY 65 and FY 66 in the table above were derived
by multiplying each "Professional Man Year," as reported by SORO,
by $30,581, an estimate provided by SORO. Due to a change in the
organization of the SORO work program, it is impractical to show the

continuity between particular studies for FY 64 and later years.

* To be determined
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Study Source Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66
No. of Funds

PERSUASION AND MOTIVATION
PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (conktinued) fl

ARMY Special Operations Research Office (continued)

108 6.2 Roles of Military Establishments 153 92 [1
in Developing Nations

Ritchie Lowry

109 6.2 Analytical Studies of 92 * h
ColQnizations since 1900

Milton Jacobs

110 6.2 Cross-Cultural Relationships 31 47
between Foreigners and American
Military Commanders in Korea

Felix Moos

Unconventional Warfare and Counterinsurgency Research
111 6.2 Study of Undergrounds 61 61

Andrew Molnar
Alexander Askenasy
and Frederick Munson

112 6.2 Tactics of Counterguerrilla Opns. 31 *
Andrew Molnar (subcontract monitor)

113 6.2 Internal Security 47Andrew Molnar and Adrian Jones

114 6.2 Internal (Revolutionary) Wars 92 92
as Instruments and Processes of
Socio-Political Change

Edward W. Gude

115 6.2 Counterinsurgency Studies 61 47
D. M. Condit

116 6.2 Effectiveness Measurements of U.S. 31 *
Overseas Counterinsurgency and
Country Modernization Programs

Jeanne S. Mintz

117 6.2 Country Operations Information 31
Requirements

Edward W. Gude 3
• To be determined

A-12 3
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Study Source FY64 FY65 FY66
Sr No. of Funds T'tle/Contractor

PERSUASION AND MOTIVATION
PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (continued)

t. ARMY Special Operations Research Office (continued)

Field Support Activities
118 6.2 Special Operations Research 61

Field Office - Fort Bragg
Donald Bloch

119 6.2 SORO Element of Human Factors 61
and Operations Research Office -

Korea
Felix Moos

120 6.2 Special Operations Research 61 *
Field Office - Panama

Milton Jacobs

121 6.2 Counterinsurgeny Information 250 250
Analysis Center - SORO

Pichard H. Moore
122 6.2 Miscellaneous - SORO 880 50 361

123 6.2 Camelot** - - 900

124 6.1 Camelot" - 1100

Other than SORO

125 6.2 Troop-Community Relations 64 77 0
AbroadHumphries

American Institute of Research

126 £.i Korean Field Studies Office 25 5 0
In house (manned by SORO)

127 6.1 Cross-cultural Study of 0 3 0
Persol.ality Characteristics and
Interpersonal Attitudes of
Young Adults

Ginsburg, Loyola U., Brazil
(Latin American Field Office)

12 ARPA/Agile also provides $250K, so that this center operates on a $500K

budget.
• To be determined.

After preparation of this report, Project Camelot was cancelled.
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St~dy Source Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66N o. Funds

PERSUASION AND MOTIVATION
PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (continued)

NAVY 207 6.1 Delineation of the Naval 31 31 60
Role in Psychological Opns.

M. D. Havron
Human Sciences Research, Inc.

208 6.1 Intelligence Data Validation - 35 30 1,
R. Naroll
Institute for Cross-cultural
Studies

AIR FORCE Project 9779 - Persuasion and Communication

311 6.1 Military Power and Persuasion 50 85 130
Biderman
Bureau of Social Science
Research, Washington, D. C.

312 6.1 Cross-National Measures of 10 10 20
Attitudes Change under Conditions
of Modernization

Inkeles
Harvard University

313 6.1 Persuasive Cross-cultural 40 40
Communication (field studies in
four foreign areas)

Whittaker
North Dakota State University

Project 2516 - Psychological Effects of Weapons 3

314 6.2 Psychological Effects of Non- 64
Nuclear Weapons for Limited
War (Detachment 4, Eglin AFB)

James Palmer, Oklahoma U.
Research Foundation

13 Detachment 4, Research and Technology Division, Weapons Laboratory,
Eglin AFB.
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Study Source

No. of Furc Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66

PERSUASION AND MOTIVATION
PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (Continued)

AIR FORCE Proicnt 2516 - (continued)

315 6.2 Catalogue of Experimenta. 40
Psychological Phenomena
(Detachment 4, Eglin APB)

Clifford P. HahnAmerican Institute for
Research

316 6.2 Psychological Effects of - 47
Non-Nuclear Weapons for
Counterinsurgency
(Detachment 4, Eglin AFB)

ARPA Agile

427 6.2 Analysis of Mobile Development 92
r 'Unit Operations

RAND Corporation

428 6.2 Motivation Studies 92

L G. Hickey
RAND Corporation

429 6.2 Counterinsurgency Information 250 250 250
Analysis Center

Partial Support of SORO
Project

430 6.2 Various Behavioral Scienca Studies - - 2000

Behavioral Science

None

Iii
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Study Source Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66
No. of Funds

MANPOWER, TRAINING AND

SELECTION RESEARCH

ARMY Human Resources Research Office

128 6.2 Development of Materials 51 +
for Use in Training Personnel
for Military Assistance Advisory
Duties

129 6.2 Problems in Education and 151 +
Training for Civic Action

130 6.2 Development of Concepts and 76 +
Techniques in Area Training

131 6.2 Development and Evaluation of 50 +
a Self-Instructional Method
for Learning a Foreign Language

132 6.2 Technical Training Across 25 51
Cultural Barriers

133 6.2 Methods for Improving Aerial 101 !01
Gunnery Training in the
Armed Helicopter

134 6.2 Methods for Improving Naviation 76 50
Training for Low Altitude
Flight

135 6.2 Techniaues and Training Methods 50 25
for Improving Individual and
Squad Infantry Performance
in Operations during Limited
Visibility

136 6.2 Procedures for Increasing thz 76 76
Effectiveness of Small Infantry-
type Units

137 6.2 Methods for Improving the 88 76
Eff:e,,tivenesz of Small Groups
undeýr Stress

SCont-inuation of trhese studies u.,d-eternined.
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StudyNo. of urce Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66

MANPOWER, TRAINING AND
SELECTION RESEARCH (continued)

ARMY Human Resources Research Office (continued)

138 6.2 Development of Training for 101 101
Improving the Combat Skills
of Leaders in Small Infantry
Units

139 6.2 Other HumRRO Studies (not - 46C
specified)

U. S. Army Personnel Research Office*

140 6.2 Increasing the Effectiveness 75 110
of Special Forces Personnel
during Critical Situations

NAVY 209 6.1 Development of Culture-Free 85 50 s0
Tests

H. Gulliksen
Princeton University
F. M. Lord
Educational Test Service

210 6.1 Automated Instruction 100 120 120R. Glaser

k. University of Pittsburgh
L. Stolurow
University of Illinois
J. Swets
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology

211 6.1 Foreign Culture Training 50
Research

212 6.1 Multilatcrai Crewing Training 50
Research

* In-house laboratoryp1 _ __ _ A1



Stuy ouceTitle/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66
No. of Funds

MANPOWdER, TRAINING AND

SELECTION RESEARCH (continiued)

AIR FORCE Project 9778 - Behavioral Sciences Research

318 6.2 Training for Cultural Contact - 30* 3S
and Interaction Skills for
Counter insurgency

D. Haines
WAXC (in-house)
Project 1710-08

319 6.2 Development of Kit for - 30*
Preparing Training Aid in the
Field

WADC (in-house)
Project l7.L0

,320 6~.2 Human Factors Problems in. a - 3S"'
Special Air Warfare Context

R. I. Hiushberg
Stanford Research Institute
(Project 7184-04 WeADC)

321 6.2 Fielnd Trials n South Viet:am 30*
o' a New Method of Sightfing

WADC (in-house)

ARPA Agile

431 6.2 AdvisorpCuent eoprt 53 26
Coi-.-.unicati ons

G.H~ckey
RXA;D -''_rPor,3tion

432 6.2 Hum.:anFtorn Pro oblams f ir 225
_Prje t78- M..Dtary

321 6.2 Fied Trials Zien Suh it.a

Nne

ofa wMehdo Sgtn
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Study Source Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY66

No. of Funds

POLITICAL STUDIES

ARMY None

NAVY 251 6.1 Inter-Nation Conflict: Case 25 25
Studies of Egypt, Israel, and
the United Nations at Five
Points in Time

R. C. North
Stanford University

252 SP Analysis of International 20 30 20
Tensions

R. C. North
Stanford University
(NOTS/PM)

253 SP Comparison of the Values 25 30 30
of Soviet and American Elites

R. Angell
University of Michigan
(NOTS/PM)

254 SP Deterrence and Limited War 20 25 25
M. Halperin
Harvard University
(NO TS/PM)

255 SP Deterrence in History 15 20 20
R. Naroll
Institute for Cross-Cultu-9l
S*,uuLe5 CNOTS/PM)

AIR FORCE Project 9779 - Persuasion and Communication

351 6.1 Elite Structure and 65 65 65
Transformation in Political
Systems

Back
University of Pittsburgh
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Sourc-
of Funds Title/Contractor FY 64 PY 65 FY 66

POLITICAL STUDIES (continued)

ARPA Agile

None

Behavioral Science

None
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Study Source Title/Contractor F, 64 FY 65 FY 66
No. of Funds

OPERATIONS RESEARCH,
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND
ECONOMICS

ARMY Research Analysis Corporation

151 6.2 Operational Readiness Require- 390 390
ments of Combat Units

152 6.2 Mathematical Approaches to 144 144
Combat Developments
Requirements

153 6.2 Strategic Studies 180 180

154 6.2 THEATERSPIEL 222 222

155 6.2 Research Support for Gaming 180 180

156 6.2 Economic Analysis for 213 213
Strategic Planning

157 6.2 Mobility for the Army 156 156

158 6.2 Advanced Technology 288 288
Applications

NAVY None

AIR FORCE Project 9779 - Persuasion and Communication

352 6.1 Military Implication uf 15 16 20
the Transmission of New
Technology to Developing
Nations (Japan)

Spencer
Howard University

A-22
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IStudy Source Title/Contractor FY 64 FY CS FY 66fNo. of Funds

OPERATIONS RESEARCH,
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND
ECONOMICS (continued)

g AIR FORCE Project 9748 - Policy Planning

353 6.1 Investigation of Post-Arms 80 85
Control Problems

North American Aviation
" ~(AFXPD)

SARPA Aile

[ None

Behavioral Science

None

A
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Study Source TItle/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66
No. of Fundt

PERSUASION AND MOTIVATION
PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS

ARMY None

NAVY 256 6.1 Inducing Cooperation between 14 14 15
Adversaries

M. Deutsch
Columbia University

257 6.1 Effects of Persuasive 14 16 18
Communications on Attitudes

W. Weiss
Hunter College

258 6.1 Foreign Research Symposia 10 15 15
P. Hcrring
Social Science Research
Council

259 6.1 Small Group Coalitions 19 - 20
W. E. Vinacke
University of Buffalo

260 6.1 Group Equilibrium 29 20 20
F. K. Berrien
Rutgers University

261 6.1 Productivity & Cohesiveness in 10 10 12
Culturally Heterogeneous
Groups

I. Katz
New York University

262 6.1 Persuasion and Attitude Change 20 22 25
E. McGinnies
University of Maryland

263 6.1 Effects of Drugs on Somatic 35 35 35
Activity and Human Responses

R. W. Russell
Indiana University

264 6.1 Psychophysiology Associated 18 20 22
with Interrogation Procedures

L. Bir.is
Stanf d Research Institute
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Study Source[No. of Funds Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 PY 66

PERSUASION AND MOTIVATION

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (continued)

AIR FORCE Project 9778 - Behavioral Science Research

354 6.1 Measurement of Attitudes 24 21
and Attitude Change

Cook
University of Colorado

Project 9779 - Persuasion and Communication

355 6.1 Study of Self-Management 55 65
Techniques for Stressful
Conditions

Klausner
Bureau of Social Science
Research, Washington, D. C.

356 6.1 Study of Cognitive & Effective 20 20 20
Attitude Cross-Culturally

Tajfel
University of Oxford, England

357 6.1 Action Means as a Factor 30 40
in Persuasion (Outcomes)

"Nehnevajsa
University of Pittsburgh

ARPA Agile

Nre.
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Study SourceNo. Sof unds Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66No. of Funds

PERSUASION AND MOTIVATION

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (continued)

ARPA Behavioral Science

451 6.2 Simulation of Soviet 150 150 150
Communication

I. Pool
Massachusetts Institute
of Technology
(monitored by AFOSR)

452 6.2 Communication, Cooperation 95 95 95
and Negotiation in Culturally
Heterogenous Groups

F. Fiedler
L. Stolurow
C. Osgood
H. Triindis
University of Illinois
(monitored by ONR)

A-26
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Study Source
No. of Funds Title/Contractor FY 64 FY 65 FY 66

MANPOWER, TRAINING AND
SELECTION RESEARCH

ARMY Human Resources Research Office

159 6.2 Field and Laboratory 7b +
Investigation of Selected
Factors in Foreign Language
Learning

160 6.2 Procedures for Construction 50 25
and Use of War-Like Exerc.ises
for Training in Decision Making

NAVY None

AIR FORCE None

ARPA Agile

None

Behavioral Science-

453 6.2 Research on Human Performance 192 192 192
P. Fitts
W. Siwards
A. Melton
University of Michigan
(monitored by AFOSR)

* + Continuation of these studies undetermined.
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APPENDIX B

ELvaluation and Use of Ratings

"The procedure used to assess the degree of relevance to counter-

insurgency of the individual projects is described in this appendix.

The first screening was undertaken by the Military Services and by

ARPA in selecting that portion of their total research and development

program they considered at least sox,,ahat relevant to the non-materiel

aspects of counterinsurgency. But since their instructions had been

to err by irclusion rather than by exclusion to avoid overlooking :,y

possibly signif' ant studies, a further screening was required. Some

of the studies which were reported were clearly applicable; e.g.,

counterinsurgency in Latin America, advisor-counterpart communications,

socio-political precursors to insurgency, effect of strategic hamlet

program in Viet Nam. However, some of the studies which were reported

appeared related only remotely to counterinsurgency; e.g., predictive

model of intra-group negotiation, effect of drugs on somatic activity,

sleep and arousal, parametric studies of hypnosis, politrcal trans-

actions relevant to arms control, risk-taking and decision-making,

deterrence, weapon systems and decision-,rcing, new techniques for

enlisted classification. Rather than atwlyze so broad a program, it

was thought wise to limit our consideration only to stadies which werx

reasonably related to an understanding of counterinsurgency. Therefore,

it became necessary to establish d means fox- distinguishing between

studies which might and those which, might not be regarded as relevant

to counterinsurgency. This was accc^nplished with the aid of a panel

of consultants familiar with the research fields that have been applied

to the study of counterinsurgency.
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The panel consisted of the following members:

Professor Joseph E. Barmack
Head, Department of Psychology
City University of New York

Professor Alex Bavelas
Department of Psychology
Stanford University

Dr. Launor Carter
System Development Corporation
Santa Monica, California

Professor Max Millikan
Director, Center for International Studies
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The authors of this paper also served on the panel which; thus,

consisted of six members. The composition of the panel provided tech-

nical coverage of economics, psychology, operations research, simulation,

foreign affairs and military requirements.

Each member of the panel was provided with the information on each

study shown in Appendix D. This information was taken from the DD613

project card, supplemented in some cases by additional information

provided by the sponsoring organization. In most cases, it was also

possible to indicate the responsible investigator and the contracting

organization. The amount of funds assigned to the project was not

provided since the emphasis was put on technical content.

The instructions to the panel were as follows:

"t t... We have been asked to examine all defense-supported,
non materiel RFD that may improve our ability to deal
with counter-insurgency. Physical and engineering
technologies are excluded. The non-materiel area
includes behavioral science, economics, political
science and operations research (but not medicine, psy-
chiatry or physiology). Research related to counter-
insurgency should be viewed on a shcat and long term
basis and includes not only Vietnam but also all those
areas in the world in which insurgency may arise to
plague the U. S.

"Our purpose, then is to determine whether the present
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reseerch program appears well designed to deal
with the short and long term political andI military problems of counterinsurgency. It is
also important to recognize whether there are
any gaps in this program, that is, to recommend
new R&D that should be undertaken.

"Now, the question is whether this is a good pro-
gram. It does not follow that the studies reported
by the Services are necessarily relevant to
counterinsurgency or that there is not room for
improvement. In order to proceed in a systematic
fashion, may I suggest that you try to answer the
following questions:

1. Which of these studies seem to contribute
directly to counterinsurgency?

"2. W`hich of these studies sr-em to provide back-
ground data that may *-e re or less useful
for counterinsurgncy?

"3. Which of these studies appear so remote that
it is dcubtful that they can or will provide
information useful for counterinsurgency (this
is nc reflection on the fact that these studies
may be very useful for some other purpose)?"

The panel •rembers independently rated each project as 1 (directly

relevant), 2 (background), ox 3 (remote). Then all ratings were com-

bined and a composi.te rating was generated for each project by taking

the mean of the individual ratings ascribed ro it. Before discussing

the use of these average relevance ratings, it is necessary to examine

S[ the degree of agreement among the judges in their assessments. If the

degree of agreement was low, then the rating process would have been

r questionable and of limited value.L
The degree of agreement is examined in Table B-1. In 18 percent

Sof the cases, ther-e was complete agreement among the raters, a result

about 35 times as large as that due to chance alone. For one-half of

all studies (49 percent) all judges were either in complete agreement

or only one judge differed by no more than one rank unit. For six

judges, this agreement is about 15 times that explainable by chance

alone, and so suggests a high degree of consistency of judgment. In

one-quarter of all studies (22 percent) there was a maximum difference

I B-3
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of one rank between the judges (i.e., all ratings were 1 or 2, or were q
2 or 3) but two cr more judges agreed on each of the two ratings. For

the remainder of studies (29 percent) there was more divergence of

rating, i.e., at least one rating at each extreme.

Table B-I

VARIABILITY OF RATINGS

No. of Percent of
Deqree of Agreement Studies Studies

Complete agreement 25 18

Complete except rating 43 31
different by 1 rank

Max. difference of one 31 22
rank by two or more
raters

At least one rating 40 29
at each extreme

TOTAL 139 10C

The data were also examined for judges' bias. The average rat ings

of the individual judges are summarized in Tanle B-2. These varied

from 1.8 to 2.7, with an overall average rating (grand mean) of 2.05,

i.e., almost midway on the three point scale, The average deviation

from this mean of the six average ratings was 0.22 scale units. It is

apparent that all of the judges arrived at a similar avrrage (1i8 to

2.0) except for one whose average rating was 2.7 (i.e., who judged

that many more of the studies in the program were not rel.cvant to

counterinsurqency). If the ratings of this judge are eliminated, the

average rating becomes 1.92, with the average deviation reouced to

cnly 0.06 scale units. Thus, five of che Nix judges appeared to have

no significant bias. All ratings were retained for the analysis of

the program.

B-4
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Table B-2L
INDIVIDUAL RATINGS ON "RELEVANCE"

TO COUNTERINSURGENCYI.
No. of

. Judýe Ratings Average Rating

L 1 124 1.8

2 137 2.0

3 123 2.0

4 116 1.9

S5 123 2.7

6 124 1.9

Mean = 2.05

This degree of internal consistency shown for the ratings is taken
to indicate that, for practical purposes, the data are sufficiently

reliable to permit further manipulation. The next problem, and the

principle purpose of the entire exercise was to partition the studies
- into two major groups: those relevant to counterinsurgency (which

would be retained for further analysis) and those not regarded as

relevant to counterinsurgency (and which would be eliminated from fur-

ther consideration).

L A point had to be chosen arbitrarily as the cut-off point, beyond
which studies were not to be included. This point was chosen as 2.51,L since such a rating required a majority of the panel to have ascribed

a rating of 3, i.e., "so remote that it is doubtful that the study can

S[or will provide information useful for counterinsurgency". These
studies were eliminated from further consideration in this paper. This

led to the elimination of 33 studies funded for $1,465,000 in FY 64

(15 percent of the submissions) and 41 studies funded for $2,548,000

in FY 65 (19 percent of the submissions).

As indicated several times in this paper, the elimination of these

B-5I
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studies "is no reflection on the fact that these studies may be very useful

for some other purpose than counterinsurgency" (the quotation is taken I
from our instructions to the panel). The actual magnitude of studies and

funds in the "not relevant" category can only be regarded as a reflection

of the broadness of viewpoint used originally by the Service representa-

tives in reporting studies as of possible interest to the present inquiry;

they had, in fact, been instructed to take a broad view.

We are left, then, with a group of studies (e.g., studies for

$10,797,000 in FY 65) which, though regarded as relevant, vary in their

degree of average relevance from 1.0 to 2.5. A cumulative distribution

of these studies according to the average relevance rating is illustrated

in Fig. B-I. The amount of funds is used for this purpose, rather than

the number of studies, since this is the more meaningful indicator of

volume of research effort. The cumulative curves of expenditures for

both years are similar in form, except for the difference due to the

increase for FY 65.

It was then judged desirable to make a further partition of the set

of si-udies into "direct" and "support"groups. A rating of 2.01 was

arbitrarily chosen as the dividing point, producing two groups as follows:

(1) studies with an average rating of 1.00 to 2.00, inclusive. This

consists of 52 studies funded for $5178 in FY 64 and 78 studies

funded for $7867 in FY 65. Hereafter, these studies are defined

as "directly relevant to counterinsurgency" or "direct"

(2) studies with an average rating of 2.01 to 2.50, inclusive. This

consists of 48 studies funded for $2825 in FY 64 and 35 studies
funded for $2930 in FY 65. Hereafter, these studies are defined

as "in support of counterinsurgency" or "support"

The effect of having chosen a different break point than 2.01 can

be examined. First, it should be recognized that 2.0 is the only possible

rating between 1.84 and 2.16 (since there were at most six raters), so

that the results are completely insensitive to selection of any other

point in this range. In Fig. B-2, the 1964 and 1965 cumulative funding
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distributions by relevance ratings are illustrated for the four techni-

cal areas considered. Since the distribution for political studies, for

example, is relatively flat, changing .:he direct-support cutoff point

would have had a proportional change in the distribution between direct

and support. For operations research, a reduction in the cutoff point

would have had only a slight effect, whereas an increase beyond 2.17

would have resulted in a sizable increase in the direct portion.
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APPENDIX C

Studies Excluded from Consideration in this Study

Methoda for Improving Quality of Newly Enlisted Men

New Techniques for Classifying Enlisted Men

Prediction of Effective Officer Perlormance

Psychological Measures Evaluation Programs - Cadet Leaders

Role Theory

Effects of Perceptual Isolation on the Human Subject

The Anticipation of Alternative International Environments

Political Transactions Relevant to Arms Control

Deterrence, Weapon Systems and Decision-Making

[" Risk-Taking and Decision-Making
Geophysical Warfare Systems and Concepts

f - Cross-Cultural Studies of Judgment and Decision-Making

1. Estimating Foreign Reaction to Military Activities and Programs

Case Studies of Past Crises as a Guide to Future Policy
Simulation Studies of Organizations under Stress

Leadership, O,ýanizational Effectiveness and Human Resources

SPredictive rodel of Irtra-Grovip Negotiation

Negotiation and Decision-Mz'king in Complex Organizations[ Simulation cf CommunicaLton and Interaction
Analysis of Coant'crforce and Alternative U. S. Strategies

f Problems Posed by Conflicting Views Concerning Nuclear Weapons

. Sleep and Arousal of Human Subjects

r Role Behavior and Social Structure
Performance of Leaders under Group Support or Nnn-Support

Effect of Group Change on Performance

Body and Field Perceptual Dimension and Altered ýensory Environments

Sensitization of Inadequate Symbolic Configuratlona.

Lt



Innovation of Task-Oriented Communication

Effect of Realistic Stress on Differential Physiological Reaction
Personality and Careers Among Military Officers
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Study 101 Army Requirements foq Aviation

Research Analysis Corporation

(%To determine Army requirements for manned air vehicles.

The study will consider the employment )f manned air vehicles for a) close
fire support and other air-ground operations requiring close coordination;
and b) air-mobile operations in which air vehicles are the normal mode
of transport for combat elements.

Effort will be focused during W264 on aviation requirements to conduct
counterguerrilla and counterinsurgency operations.

(1) FicI.' experisontation to compare target acquisition and weapons
effectiveness of rotary-wing and lixed wing aircraft as escozz ve-
hic'os for heliborne counterguerrilla operations.

(2) Analysis of the requirements, characteristics, and cost-effectiveness
of candidate rotary- and fixed-!.ing light observation aircraft, for
RAC-C-511, "Air Assault Concept," for CDC.

(3) Development of a continuiag program of analysis of aircraft charac-
teristics to meet mission requirements (close support, transport,
liaison, etc.).

(4) Role of aircraft in the early stages of insurgency.

(5) Survivability of manned and unmanned aerial surveillance platforms.

Study 102 Studies in Counterinsurgency
Research Analysis Corporation

To analyze various aspects of counterinsurgency as a mode of cold war con-
flict with the aim of delineating~the Army's role in such operations and
assisting in the development of operationatl doctrine and c:,'ganization.

There is a need for the systematic collection of experiential data on
pist counterinsurgency activities which will permit a detailed study of
the steps, both military and civ- , taken to ccunterinsurgency in histori-
cal instances. There is a parallel need for an assessment of the Army's
capability and potential for assisting indigenous peoples in forestalling
and countering insurgency, including establishing an adequate internal
s=curity organization and in conducting ci vic action programs.

(1) Data either exist of can be gathered by a diligent and scientifically
directed effort that will permit identification of the causes for
success or failure in various areas under differing geographic,
political, economic, sociological, and military circumstances. An
additional case study, following completion of the analysis currently
under way of the Laos experience, will be made, with priority ini-i[ tially being gi%,en to Algeria or the Republic of Vietnam, depending

on accessibility to data sources. As part of sucW a-study, an exami-
nation of the data requirements desired for effective analysis of
counterinsurgency operations will be undertaken. The case study
investigations to date have indicated that tte present system of
reports used as a basis for collection of data on other U.S. Army
operations overseas is inadequate for purposes of operations research
In the counterinsurgency field.

(2) One promising course for the U.S. ib to assist developing nations
to achieve an internal security posture that will enable them to
prevent the rise of subversive insurgency to guerrilla var intensity.

,'| 9-
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Little research has been done to ascertain what constitutes an
adequate internal defense posture or how to achieve it. One possible
approach would be an analysis of the Vietnam experience to determine
what actions the U.S. and Vietnam might have taken that would have
enabled internal security forces to do tect and eliminate the Viet
Cong insurgency in its weak, formative state. More specifically,
the purpose of such a study would be to determine a) what constitutes
an adequate organizational structure and strength, and what capa-
bilities are rquired for the internal security forces of under-
developed countries, and b) what constitutes an adequate counter-
insvVgency intelligence system of an underdeveloped country, and
the methods and means to develop it.

(3) There is a requirement for a study of the methods by which the
U.S. Army can most effectively conduct civic action activities
in selected areas, with priority given to the development of a
civic action country study, including a pilot plan of operations
preferably for a South American country.

Study 104 Psvcholoqical Operations Guides (PSYGUIDE)
Special Operations Research Office, American University

To develop information on psychological operations, communications possi-
bilities, concepts, and methods for selected countries or areas. This
will include:

(1) Information on potential audiences, and on basic propaganda content
and style including, as appropriate and available; specific symbols,
appeals, or approaches of judged relevance to projected situations
or conditions; and methods for effective presentation such as to
cause desired changes in audience attitude.

(2) Information on communications media possibilities, including word-
of-mouth, on criteria for the choice of media, and on methods for
the most effective use of media chosen.

(3) Tmprovements in methodology to increase validity of the above types
of information.

Recuirements for country-specific information on symbols and on word-
of-mouth communication channels to assist Army planning and conduct of
psychological operations were established by OPS SW in 1957 and 1958.
In separate tasks SORO produced two series of country studies, 21 on
propaganda symbols and 3 on word-of-mouth communication. In 1963, OPS SW
requested that the two topics be combined in a single series of studies.
The requirement for research of this nature has been reiterated in AFDP
of May 1963.

A series of research reports which can be published by OPS SW as hand-
books to assist in planning or field operations will be prepared on coun-
tries according to mutual agreements between OPS SW and SORO. Each
country report (subtask) will differ to some degree as the specific
cultural and technical factors of the separate societies are reflected
but all country reports will be similar in basic organization and format.

For the audience identification anC appeals -egments of country subtasks,
procedures will include detailed consultant interrogations, and the analy-
sis of literature and documents. In outline, and within the assumptions
made regarding the U.S. posture vis-a-vis the target country and that
country's orientation toward other powers, the research will include:

(1) Identification and description of target audiences including data jI
on attitudes and behavior of these audiences that have bearing on
psychological operations;
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(2) Identification and description of cultural and symbolic material
upon which actual messages can be built under appropriate projected
situations and for appropriate goals;

(3) Development of information on communications media, both mass and
interpersonal.

In additior to country subtasks, one. continuing major subtask will be de-
voted to the development of improvements in content and research methodology
for all country handbooks.

Subtasks:

I Psychological Operations Guide - Himalaya Area. (Begun in May 1963,
submission of report is scheduled in September 1964.)

II Development of improvements in content and research methodology for
Psychologocal Operations Guides. (Begun in May 1963, this continuing
subtask will produce two reports during FY 65.)

III Psychological Operations Guide - Venezuela. (Begn in May 1963,
submission of report is scheduled in September 1964.)

IV Psychological Operations Guide - Brazil. (Begun in May 1963, sub-
mission of report is scheduled in December 1964.)

V Psychological Operations Guide - Ecuador. (Projected to begin in
August 1964 and end December 1965.)

VI Psychological Operatiors Guide - Bolivia. (Projected to begin in
August 1964 and end December 1965..)

VII Psychological Operations Guide - Peru. (Projected to begin in Octo-
ber 1964 and end March 1966.)

VIII Psychological Operations Guide - Vietnam. (Projected to begin in
August 1964 and end in July 1965.)

Study 105 Processes of Influence in Cross-Cultural Interactions:
Personal to Institutional (EXTEND)
Special Operations Research Office - Ritchie Lowry

Objective: To improve understanding of the processes of cross-cultural
influence with the view of increasing the effectiveness of relevant U.S.
Army policies, plans, programs, and activities, particularly in te-ns of
principles related to: situational factors, actor and audience charac-
teristics, techniques, and variations in purpose or goals.

B grond: The operational definition of the cold war highlights types
con lict waged at the lower end of the violence spectrum - social,

economic, and political. Implicit in such a definition is the propo-
sition that much of the conflict is to be waged in terms of suasion; this
is particularly true for that arena of indirect conflict located in the
developing nations. Here, the full use of modern weapon's technology is
most inappropriate and the U.S. Army often must accomplish its mission
as a foreign advising and assisting group. Principles of effective and
efficient cross-cultural influence, useful in a wide variety of goalsthus are major weapons of the military establishment for successfully
waging the cold war.

AP~roach: The problem is attackeol via a series of relatively emall sub-
tasks conducted both internally at SORO and externally with some of the
nation's leading universities and research centers. The approach is
multidisciplinary, with concepts and methods from each of the behavioral
and social sciences as appropriate for each subtask.
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Subtasks

I Analysis of critical incidents of cross-cultural influence reported
in documentary sources. (Completed)

II Reconceptualizations 6f psychological operations and the war-peace
decision. (Completed)

III Theoretical studies of influence processes. (Two studies are to be
completed by November 1964. A 1 year subcontract was awarded Stan-
ford University November 1963.

Study 106 Counterinsurgency Military Activities with Civilians (SABIAC)
Special Operations Research Office - Frederick H. Stires

Objective: To improve the performance of Army civic action, particularly
as practiced by the Army's Special Action Forces, by developing informa-
tion about organizational principles and operational techniques in the
planning and conduct of such activities.

Background: Civic action spans a wide spectrum of activities ranging
from long-range nation building occurring in an atmosphere of peaceful
national development, to the shorter-range acticns designed to gain or
to continue building, the loyalty of a particular segment of a society
to its government. Civic action in all contexts has become recognized
as an important Army mission in underdeveloped countries both now and for
the foreseeable future. This is particularly true in insurgency situations
where time is critical and civic action programs are executed by various
specialized teams within the framework of overall counterinsurgency
forces and particularly the Special Action Forces thereof. There is a
need to develop further operational and organizational principles for
civic action programs in this latter circumstance; a need for procedures
to preserve, arnilyze, and interpret experiences in the conduct of civic
action in the interest of aiding successors in assignments; a need for
procedures to evaluate results and particularly to test options.

Approach: The task has been initiated with a case study of SAF civic
action in an active insurgency situation. This first study will con-
centrate upon the problem areas relating to doctrinal concepts,
organization and techniques of SAP conducted civic action in Vietnam.
Information will be derived from interviews with experienced personnel
from Special Action Forces and documents covering SAP activities.
Subsequent studies may take either of two directions-

(1) Additional country case studies covering different. types of insur-
gency situations;

(2) Development and evaluation of potential improvements in doctrine or
methods of operation for the problems identified in the first subtask.

Subtask- I Case studies of SAP activities in South Vietnam. (Begun
In- Janury 1964, this subtask is expected to end in October 1964.)

Study 107 Counterinsurgency Mechanisms for _Changing Attitudes (SDIPATICO)
Special Operations Research Office

Objective: To provide a basis for foxwmlating doctrine )r rivlev i-t~on
Bycoce-ptualizing noncombat ways in which indigenous military forces
make the attitudes of civilians more favorable toward their governments
and military forces.
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AGUMa t: The problem of insurgency, actual or incipient, exists in
a number of friendly or neutral underdeveloped nations. The U.S. Military
Assistance Program is designed to assist and advise the military establish-
ments of these nations in taking approprate actions to prevent or to
counter such insurgency. An integral part of this assistance is military
civic action, conceived as an important tool for preventing and countering

* .insurgency by winning the support of the citizenry for the military and
the government through social and economic benefit projects. Needed is
information on the validity of the assumption that military civic action
is an efficient method by which to produce favorable changes in attitudes
relevant to countering insurgency, and a specification of the conditions

r• under which such a relationship obtains.

More specifically a need exists for:

(1) A compilation of research literature that will enable civic action
planners to capitalize on what is known of the mechanisms of atti-
tude changes, and which will permit some assessment of the important
factors to be considered in changing attitudes through civic action;

(2) A methodology for applying known principles of attitude change in
the design of civic action programs in the course of a country
survey;

(3) Empirical information concerning the consequences of civic action
projects, using as criteria, the measures of attitude change.
Ultimately a methodology by which such evaluations can be made should
be developed.

" Approach: The first study within this task will be oriented toward aj specific Latin American country and will have five phases:

(1) The first phase wdill be a brief review of literature on attitude
change to identify the variables central to attitude change and
the rules concerning their applications;

(2) The second phase of the project will involve a field trip to the
specific country to determine what conditions exist in the kinds
of practical situations with which the military must deal;

(3) Based upon the first two phases, a set of procedures will be de-
veloped to assess the conditions in a field situation such as that
visited which bear upon the need for and impact of civic action;

(4) The fourth phase will be an application of these assessment proce-
dures to specific civic action projects and to comparable locations
where civic action has not been conducted;

(5) From the above sequence of steps a number of sets of guide lines will
be derived. This would include: (a) suggestions for evaluation
procedures which may be useful over a range of situations and
(b) suggestions for improvement in civic action plans for the type
of situation studied.

LatOer subtasks may test the applicability of findings to situatior4 with

different types of insurgency threat, envirorment conditions or counter-
Sinsurgent capabilities.

Subtasks: I Civic action program to effect attitude change. (Begunin !ara 1964, this subtauk should be completed in December 1965.)

i,
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Study 108 Roles of Military EsabliDenes in Davelop Nations (RLS E1
Special operation Research office (Ritchl~e Lowry)

Objete!its To improve understanding of the relationships between
politico-military, economic, and social activities (purposive and inri-
dental) of military establishments in developing nations and the impact
of these activities on their internal political order and stability,
socio-economic modernization, and international relations.

I4Ron: On the one hand, it has been suggested that U.S. military
support of indigenous military establishments is self defeating in terms
of the U.S. longer range national interests because it will pe-Vatuate
military dictatorships and insurrections and is a source of polltical
instability and potential oppression of individual liberty. Anothe-
view holds that the indigenous military establishments reprtsent the
best, frequently the only, internal mechanisms f,,. promoting soci-
economic development, maintaining internal political stability, and
preventing successful covert aggression and insurgency. There is a
need to rephrase the problem in terms of determining the cultural,
societal, organizational, and personal factors which are associated
with the varying societal roles which military establishments might
assume.

Aroach: The problem is attacked via a series of relatively small
as conducted both internally at S0M and externally with some of

the nationts leading universities and research centers. The approach
is multidisciplinary, with concepts and methods from each of the behav-
ioral and social sciences as appropriate for each subtask.

Subtasks:

I Current state of knowledge in the study of political elites. (Be-
gun in April 1963, this study should be completed in August 1964.)

II Inventory of propositions regarding military roles in developing
nations. (Begun in April 1963, it is expected that this study will
be completed in August 1964.)

f Theoretical studies in military sociology. (This study is on sub-
contract with the University of 1iicago. Begun in October 1963,
this project is expected to prodice 2 to 3 studies each year, Sep-
tember 1964, 1965, and 1966.

IV Case study of the modernization of the Thai military. (Begun in
August 1963, this study is expected to be completed in August 1964.)

V Casebook (2 volumes) of political roles of the military in selected
and nations of Asia, Middle East, and Latin America. (Subcontracts
VI with Indiana University and University of Florida were let in Decem-

ber 1963 and January 1964 respectively for this research. The studies
are expected to be completed in March 1966.

VII Study of relationships amoma socio-eoomomie backqr*uW, career ex-
perinces, and political behavior of *ilitary officers in four
Latin AfmricaM nUis. (Begun in March 1964, this subtask is
scheduled for completion in March 1967.)

VIII Development of conceptual frmewk relating military institutions
to othr societal institutions in development process. (Begun in
May 1964, this sabtask Is expected to end In July 196S.)

i-
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Study 109 Analglical tudies of Colomisi ons Snce 1900 (02 )
special operation Research Office (Milon Jacobs)-

SObjectvet To develop information on the various colonizatons that
have taken place since 1900 throghout the world, but with emphasis on
Latin America; by careful analysis of such information to delineate
principles that seem to be related to successful colonization. The

- recruiting of colonists, the sponsorship of the colony, its financing,
planning, administration, and organization, the problems of leadership,
motivation, and cooperation, should all be pointed out in cases Where
they seem to be significantly related to the success or failure of the

- colonization. Special attention should be given to cases where the
military or gendarmeries of particular countries were asigned certain

u mresponsibilities within the colonization missions. Focus will also be
on internal "indigenous colonizations" as contrasted with foreign
colonization.

igiggg : In many Latin American countries, stable government and
economic growth are threatened (1) by migrations of unskilled rural
peoples into crowded cities where job opportunities and living conditions
are marginal; (2) by the substandard living conditions of the rural
peoples who remain in areas where agriculture is non-productive. For such
reasons, many Latin American governments are attempting to colonize areas
in their countries where an effective, productive, and satisfying agri-
cultural life for their citizenry can be established. The amties and gen-
darmeries of these countries are often engaged, in cooperation with various
indigenous governmental agencies, in planning and developing colonization
"programs. USARSO, USAID, the Peace Corps and other U.S. agencies, are
asked to give advice and support to such programs by these Latin American
governments. To perform a more effective edvice-giving and support
mission, USARSO, in particular the 3rd Civil Affairs Detachment, needs
background information about colonization experiences.

roach: (1) The first aspect of this task will be to identify and
F cIasef the various colonizations that have occurred since 1900. Data

from historical and other documents will be examined. The classification
will take into account such critical factors as: Whether the colony was
organized under private spcworship; what the purposes or goals of the
colonizations were; whether the experiences based on observable criteria
signify success or failure. (2) The second phase will be the sampling
of the identified colonizations to allow comarisons amorl the different
classes of colotizations. Comparisons wil be made within and betwen
groups on differences and similarities of factors other than those used
for taxonomic purposes. (3) The third phase would include the deriving
of principles relating to successful colonizations and cautions relating
to unsuccessful ventures. Wherever possible, actual observation of various
stages of colonization shld be made firethand as well as gathering of
reactions of key pe'sons involved in all phases of the colonization ex-
periences.

SAnalytical studies of colonizations since 1900. (Begun in June
1.9, this study should be completed in Decer 196S.)

Study no 9m:1I mIpuFewesOlo gAmde
Spca upr on RsimOffice (Faux Noce)

a can ~military comndr in their reainhps with the
llIocal comsmuniy. Ompae, will be placed an dIce problems 4hlch afec

h accompshmnt of the mliStary m.saten and ultimatey inluence theSU.S. relftlonshtpe; within a particuwlar country,
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Becimmd: The U.S. Armyts operations in the developing nations fre-
quw Ty jýaces upon commander@ demands Q~ernn which there is a scar'-
city of both research and accumualated on Cultural and per-
sonality differences preclude an effectriv of operation which is
"purely American." Adequate guide lines a"s tot available to assist the
coemmander. misunderstanding is rot infrequent and cobuivications may be
misperceived by either the military or the indigenous persounnl. In-
formation has never been accumulated which adequately accounts for either
the successes or' failures which hae" occurred in the past. information
is not available on the proper balanmc between formally structured re-
lationships and informal associations, -'i extent to which actual
specific socio-cultural information is ..quired by the comander or his
staff has never been ascertained. The research will provide a basis
whereby the G-5 and civil affairs activities can assist the comander
with increased effectiveness.

Approac: In the initial phase of this research in Xorea emphasis will
twe placd on the analysis of Commnity Relations Advisory Councils as
the formal mechanism utilized to facilitate and improve relatimuonsi
with the indigenous comrminty. Examination willbe made of existing
documents and file records within EISA. These will be sorted and cate-
gorized to provide leads to policies followed, problems dealt with and
actions recommended. Direct observation will be made of cusmunity rela-
tions council activities. CQzestionnairets and interviews will be used to
collect data on the content of CRAC meetings: the composition; partici-
pation; etc. The selection of posts, camps, or stations, as well as the
sampling of CRACts for Analysis will be based on discussion with appro-
priate EUSA staff individuals to ensure adequate representation. Within
this area of emphasis several subtaska represent aspects of the problem
which will be initially investigated.

Subtasks:

I Analysis of the organization and methods of operation of Oommnity
Advisory Councils which facilitate positive accomplishments.
(Initiated in July 1964, this subtask is scheduled for completion
in June 196S. )

f1 The roles of interpreters. (Begun in July 1964, this subtask is
expected to end in June 1965.)

3:I1 Porsonality and cultural factors which lead to misconceptions and
ineffective cross-cultural relationships. (Begun in July 1964,
this subtask should end in December 1965.)

Study l11 VD
spcs prnnRsackOrc Ade Nolnar, Alexaner Aaketiasy,
and Freoderick HUMMon)

~j~j: T devlopinfomaton o asistance in the fatwlat ion of
i~i~cocerin9patero oforgniztio *missions, and operations

of undergroind movements and aippopriate security force countermesures.

MgEM~ Undergraunos play a critica role in the outcom of Insurgent
movtts. They provide a basis of support for terrorism, sabotage,
guerrilla. and other types of subversive operetions and carry out peyr
chological operations,* indoctrination,* and reorienation of &mase to the
wonem point of view. Amog techniques used to implementt revoluationary
strategy, the selection adtrairni of revolutionary cadre, organization,
indoctrination. psychological operations, ad mass subversion a"e the
moet important. Revolutionary cells awe established to conrol diffemen
circles and organised groups in all strete of a society. Parallel Corn-
wanist hievrvrhies are organized, starting with the cell of a local



I

L committee to the central oommittee of the party. These become the party's
Invisible machine by which unions, peassat and youth movesents, sport
and cultural associations, veteranst societies, and other goups are
""ontrolled. In order to oobat wmy undergraun organizations ad
their subversive activities it is Important to knov how they am organized,
how they function, and w their method and techniques ame. M do-
tailed Information is therefore required on the patterns of organizational
structure, intre-organisational relationships, missions, m o,
etc., in orde to develop a more effective doctrine for oount ng 'iwiir-

The first phase of this tasic (UMNWI==D 1), culminated in a descriptive

report which included a review of the nature of various undergrounds with
special emphasis on resistance and revolutionary warfare.

An:roach: Buring the second phase, the study will be concerned with the
-organization, operations, and techniqueas of underground organization. The
approach Will be to summarize and analye information derived from a re-
view of pertinent literature and consultation with experts in the field.
A quantitative and qualitative analysis will be wade of the effectiveness
of various underground functions and the effect of various government
countermeasures. The report will cover underground characteristics and
missions in general, but will emphasize human factors and motivational
factors. Among the charocteristics which will be examined in detail ame:

"(1) Organizational structure and role of each part of that stricture,
including the creation of parallel hierarchies and revolutionary
cadres such as agitprops, provocate•rs, activists, and leaders at
an achelons;

(2) Training and psychological pzeparation of revolutionary cadres;

(3) Indoctrination and reeducation of masses of people and efforts to
win and retain active popular support.

r7

Following the coapletion of Subtask II, further studies will La proposed
such as a special analysis of the use of threats, coercion, am r• ro)
in underground movememts.

Subtaks:

I Undergrounds in insurgent, revolutionary, and resistance warfare.

rI Human factors consideratio.is in underground operations. (This sub-
task, initiated in January 1964, is scheduled for comlation in
December 1%64.)

Ill The use of threats, coercion, and terror in undergrounds.
(Projected)

Study 112 Uctils Sof unetuemrri W Ogerotin CTACO)
Special Operation Research Otfice (Andrew Molnr - Subcontrect Monitor)

'Old ttl : To assist the Atey in planning and ca¢ducting counterguerrilla
opreions at the #rea cowmandr level by (1) evaluating the effects of
various counterguerrilla operations upon guerrilla, undsrgrounds, and
civil populace; (2) establishing criteria by whtich to evaluate integratedcivil-ailitary effects; and (3) suggesting rulat and considerations for
decision-eaking by area comawders.

In counterinsurgency, milltary action is usually focussed
upo he ounterguerril.ls operations necessary to locate and destror theguerrilla forme, the effectiveness of military operations must be

-.. 9
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guaged within the trtal context of political, psychological, ecorsonic,
social, and military influence*. The effects 3f such operations must
certainly consider the psychologicel aspects of counterinhurgenc/ opera-
tions. Furthermore, since in this type of civil-military warfare,
military and peycholoogical operations are Inseparable, it is important
to win the aid and support of the populace in order to destroy the
guerrilla force. Thus, the military arm comnder Is forced to make
tactical decisions In which the political, paychologcal, and ecorwatic
consequences of his actions are as Important as the mlltarý' ones. Can-

the effct ofcutruril prtosuo h urils u
the civil-military counterinsurgency command structure Is integrated at
all echelons.

This research Is being conducted under subcontract with 1k san
Bi-esResearch, rnc. (HW). In this subcontrect H1will:

(1) Prepare a concise, comprehensive synthesis of present knowledge of
the civil-military factors in guerrilla and counter-guerrilla
operations, with emphasis on cmunterguerrilla operations. 1Through
a review of current ]Literature, investigate pertinent aspects of
at least the different insurgencies (selectively use exampes
from other insurigecies to demonstrate or clarify critical points)
and includo: (a) missions, offensive and defensive; (b) selected
operational environments (selecting different geographic, political,
and social factors); (cl' phases of insurgent development (clandestine
organization, psychological offensive, organizational expansion,
militarization, and consolidation phaes);

(2) Cow~ict interviews and consult with experts in the field, individuals
responsible for formuzlating special forces doctrine, and recent
South Vietna NAAG returnees stationed at Flort Brang and other loca-
tions as necessary in order to up-date counterguerrilla tactics arnd
-'-erations to a.&M advantage of new developments and requirements.

Subtask: Nomasteriel factors in counterguerrilla operations. (This
stuF,_beinq conducted on subcontract let to Human Sciences Research,
Inc., in July 1963, will be comleted in October 1-964.)

Spca Oprto Rsac Of fi e (Andrew Noloar aNd Adrian Jones)

Obleci v: To provide scientific information to the Army to assist in
forul~ingdoctrine concerning internal security problems and operatiocts

related to the preventioc &,W =zntering of insurgency in developing
nations.

lakm : SOM has comletind a descriptive study of the characteristics
or rd"roudsand is continu~ing analytic studies in this area. 7tie

other side of the probles, the functions of internal security forreas and
their role in combatting insurgaeny in developinq nations,* similarly needs
description to ftUlill the ow~tterinsurgaticy reqwiremnt expressed in
"W'lF may 1963(VOl. n' AxMex 3. p~a;* 4 (c)). Attention Mhould be gilven
to orysiart sioin, operations, and tedmniqaes of Internal security forces
price to aid during insurgency in combattinig subversive organisattions and
maintainin i '1publie. safety.

ULat.It objective of 04e firs subAsk will be to bring together

(1) The oryoanistion aw activiti*6 of intern.&l security forces (par.-
military ad policu) ptslar to and during the insurgency, raoting
sigoificant dhoniee in stisacumr and function in. oirda to cc witih

the inemgetw ,;
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(2) Population aind r*ources control measures used to combat subversion;

(3) -Wass behavior as related to civil distubances and riots.

Znfolation will be derived ftrm historical accounts of Insurgencies and
interviews with experts. later subtanks may analyse prtictala internal
security functions more intensively.

: iternal security and amtrinsurgemqW (desciptive study).
dy, beun in Pebruary 1964, is estimated to te complated by

June 1965.)

8,;ody 114 me 1 - -I a- EM M!M of "-: .

4,o1U~ em~tios. research Office (Edard W. Gude)

gott :To imparove uniderntanding of revolutionary warn dynamics in
term o t thesocial-eoonamic and political environsent in which internal
vtas ocor; the oontent, style, and form of the political m ent which
is the revolutionary mechanism, particularly with respect to the politics
of violence; identifying and quantifying indicatos of Tevolutionary po-
tential to improve predictions of outbreaks of violence; identifying vd-
pulatable facto assoclated with the failure of revolutionary sovements.

Badkgzn: The current and projected world situation has been harac-Sby experts as one of revolutionary fearwnt and yet our under-
standing of revolutions as instruments and processes of socio-political
change is rudimentary at best. Lacking such understandi•g, it is diffi-
cult to anticipate revolutions, or to devise in advanoe effective and
efficient seam of countering revolutionary movements,, or to capitalize
on such forces when it is in our national interests.

i The problem is attacked via a seriti of relatively Omal
sbak cmrxbc~ac~d both- irternally at SM wan externally with some of

the nation's leading universities and research centers. ?he approach is
naltidisc-1pinary, with concepts and methods from ach of the behaioa
and sociel sciences as appropriate for each subtask.

""Cae studies in insurgency and revolutionary warfare O CabaSVietni, Algeri. (Oo•mpleted)

13 Theoretical studies in internal vex. (A 3)year subcontract let
Jamary 2964 with Princeton University, this subtask vill produce
'tw studies per year ttroul January 1967.)

M Review aid analysis of Soviet couterinsurgency doctrin.. (Degun
in August 1963, this study in eipected to be complot-ed in August
1964.)I- IV Activities of the indigenoms military eetablisbmpt during the rise

V ham ot AUIf infU*teacUaU In internal "or. (S&P=a *Mach 1964.
rhir su~btra i.x Isapc tobe waleted &ebruary 296S.) 19$

0 twwo-eia revolti= Msee . (e90a.
r y 1%6, this stdyis aoctlio o be comple.ed fm .MS,

VU Polities of VIOUwV and inciplant rWVWutiM (660M frebri"Y 196,
t049 s IS-~ is peted tQ bt =*lnted A=* 1965.)

W=~ ThM nstos, of MWoninr rgn~tos~i their Wul,*raebiltes.
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study ns 115r nem Ses (951M )
Special Operaon Usearch Omce (U. M. Condit)

Obisective:

(1) To examine the counterinsurgency problem since 1900 in its overt
manifestation in a large numrer of geographic areas, so as to
produce both qualitative and quantitative data capable of synthesis,
maalysis, and comparative evaluation.

(2) To produce a casebook of summary articles on each of the cases of
counter'Lnsurgency examined above, so that the informational data
produced in (1) above will be placed in perspective and overall
oontext and put in a form useful for the Army's teaching an train-
ing mission.

(3) To analyze the available knowledge on about SO counterinsurgency
operat•os in such a way as to bring out such general principles
and guide lines for countering insurgency as the data may support.

MBagoud: The research described above is gromndbreaking insofar as
past work on counterinsurgency is concerned. First, whereas the bulk of
previous research has focused on undergrounds and insurgeny rather than
on measures to prevent or counter those manifestations of disaffection,
this task focuses directly on counterinsurgency. Second, whereas such
research as has been done on counterinsur9gncy has been accomplished
mostly on the basis of individual or geographically related campaigns,
this task provides for analyzing counterinsurgency problems and measures
on a comiarstive and across-the-board basis. Third, whereas the sum of
most previous research has encospassed a total of eight or nine well-
know cases, this task win enlarge the sample to over 50 counterinsur-
gency cases, many of which are little knmown or even unknown to those
who must pla and conduct counterinsurgency cmpaigns.

This task responds to research reoomeations made by USCU and STRIX.

U ! ch: In most instances, professional or academic persons already
the particular areas of the cases wil be called upon to order

their informotion in accordance with a standard SO-designed methodology,
involving a set of factors critical to counterinsurgency. In addition,
each area exq•nt vwin prepare a written susmmry of his case, placing the
critical factors in historical and chrorological C•ntext and showing the
strdtoeic framework within which the critical factors were determined.
This work, compr sing the collection, ordering, and interpretation of
*aa on individual cases, is the first phase of the proposed task.

The second phase of the work, analysis of counterinsur-eney operations,
will involve the u, of both the specific informational data and t!e
written summories prsý.ared An the first phase. It is planned to develop
criteria by which to choose the eight to ton factors (e.g., population
control methods, force organization, etc.) that appear to be most critical
to the counterinsurgency outcome. Each of these factors will then be
studied tm determine under what conditions it plays an important role
in counterinsurgency. For example, if %methods of population contrr-i*
appears to bo a key factor, the various aspects of population ctnctrul
would be delineated. cases of successful and unsuccessful population
managemn coared, and conAusions conce n effective population
sanWAgnt derived. This phase of the work will be undertaken after
coordination with and concurrence of sponsoring egencles. :
I Ordering synthesis, and interpretation oi individual counterinsurgency.

caes. Co• letion of -ritIcal factors cards aind wrien textualS8terial. (ber In Utrch 1963, rtd5 subas is *dhduled i-or ca

pletion 1A December 19W4.)
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17 Compepative analysis of counterinsurgency operations. (Begun in
March 1963, this subtask is expected to be completed in December 1965.)

Study 116 Effuctiveness Measurements of US. Overseas Counterinsurgency and
Count Modernization Proarams (SUCCINDEX)
Special operation Research Offize (Joanne S. Mintz)

Objective: To investigate and dsvelop an initial set of measurements
or criteria which would make it possible to measure U.S. progress or
regression in the attainment of counterinsurgency and modernization
objectives.

Background: In general, the United States, in its relations with
developing countries, has had a threefold objective: First, to immunize
the peoples of these countries against the blandishments oi Communist
subversive agents; second, to assist these less fortunate peop3es so
,hat they may enjoy the benefits of 20th century civilization; and
finally, to have the transition to modernity made in as orderly a manner
as possible. Within the past 2 years, U.S. governmental agencies have
mobilized a great deal of talent and energy which have been devoted to
countering subversive insurgency and, concomitantly, modernizing newly
emerging nations. Considerable momentum has bean generated in developing
plans and policies tc facilitate these processes, Lnividuall U.S. agencies
may now be able to estimate the degree of effectiveness of their own
expenditures of effort and national resources within ýieir a['clal fields.
However, a means of measuring coordinate national progress toward overall
objectives has not yet been developed nor considered. Therefore, the
problem of estimating the progress of U.S. efforts in countering insurgency
and in modertiziing less forturnate nations should be examined.

A ro-ch: Extensive interviews with key Department of Defense personnel
aiierlicted personnel from other governrenral, educational, and research
agencies in the field of operational measurements and analysis, along with
a review of appropriate literature in the field, would offer an initial
step toward setting up a model wh.ch would specify the parameters along
which national progress or regression might be measured. Effqrt would
then be made to align available data from critical militawy, political,
economir, and social areas with the model and determine additional data
that should be obtained.

Subtask: Initial development and assessment of counterinsurgency pro-
gression and regression indices. (Begun in July 1964, this study will be
completed in C'une 1965.)

Study 117 Country Operations Information Reguirements (REQIRE)
Special Operation Research Office (Edward W. Gude)

Ob*.ctve: To improve the Army's capability to assess relevant strategic,
V .tical, and operational options vis-a-vis a given country under selected
facts or assumptions of the international situation, and to improve the
efficiency of research for country-oriented operati ns by considering the
target country from all aspects of potential Army interest.
Background: SORO currently produces two country-oriented development
products on a routine basis, the area handbook and psyguide manuals.

From tbie to time, consideration has been given to development of addi-
tional country-oriented products; a counterinsurgency handbook, a civic
actions manual, and an unconventional warfare manual. The purpose of the
existing and considered products is to provide the Army with the kinds aiid
amount of information (excluding perishable intelligence date of a situa-
tional and tactical nature) which it might require for planning and ccn-
ducting operations in a given country. In the interests of both efficiency
and economy, it is critical that the contents of country-oriented products:
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(1) Focus on essential information, but be as detailed as necessary
within that focus;

(2) Contain significant information on all items of unique importance
on any given country.

The basis for achieving objectives (1) and (2) above at the present time
is primarily the intuitive judgments of knowledgeable persons. What is
needed for maximum efficiency and economy is a common methodology for
achieving these objectives, which can be applied on a country-to-country
basis, but which will allow for differences among the end products in terms
of their scope and contents.

: The task's initial effort focusses on the required methodolo-
c ldvelopment. To accomplish this, methods will be developed:

(1) To specify possible future political systems of any selected nation;

(2) To show the possible relationships between political systems now
and in the future;

(3) To identify significant social groups (e.g., military, educators)
and the Essential Elements of Information required to influence
t1"T effectively.

Subt Exploratory development of a method for determining requirements
for ntation about country operations. (This subtask is on subcon-
tract , the 'Inive.sity of Pittsburgh. It began December 1963, and is
expected to terminate March 1965.)

Study 118 Special Operations Research Field Office-Fort Bragg (SORF-Bragg)
Special Operation Research Office (Donald Bloch)

Objective: To assist the Special Warfare Center by advisory services
and social science research on problems of psychological operations,
unconventional warfare, and counterinsurgency.

Background: In March 1963, the Special Warfare School requested social
science support to provide research capability and liaison with the social
science research community. $ORD established a field unit at Fort Bragg
in June 1963. In addition to numerous advisory services to assist the
Special Warfare School and Special Warfare Center, efforts have been
initiated to formulate, in conjunction with members of the Special Warfare
r~enter and USACDCSWA, their requirements for social science research.

Approach: Activities of the unit will continue in the areas of: advisory
services to the Army units at Fort Bragg, liaison functions between these
units and Human Factors and Operations Research to facilitate and make
more appropriate the research of these agencies, and research on specific
problems of interest to the Special Warfare Center and USACDCSWA. As
the requiremen-s for research are more firmly and specifically established
by the Special Warfare Center, specific tasks will be initiated. Such
tasks should take shape early in FY65.

ubtasks: (To be developed in coordination with the Special Warfare iJ

T .i

Study 119 SORO Element of Human Factors and Operations Research Office-Korea L
(OO'Krea'

SpcialOperation Research Office (Felix Moos)

Objective: To assist the U.S. Army in Kored by applied social science j
research pertinent to the Armyts operational needs in the fields of
cross-cultural communication, military assistance, and community relations.
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Back ond: Korea is in a unique position in the Far East in that the
massive U.S. military presence there is a major factor affecting U.S.
relations with that country. The ramifications of this military presence
have global significance. Thus the role played in Korea by the U.S.Army{ is one filled with social, economic, and political as well as the primarily
military implications. The U.S. Army is the major vehicle for American
aid to Korea. Korean political development both affejcts and is affected
by the U.S. military posture in Korea. The success or failure of various
American programs there is largely a function of U.S. military policy
and the manner in which that policy is carried out by military personnel
assigned to Korea.

[L In this context, questions of military aid project selection, relations
with the Korean Army, and relations with the civilian commuinity become
critical. Responsible U.S. military decision-makers •re aware of these
problems and are interested in systematic investigation leading to
clearer identification of specific problems and hence more realistic
and effective policies for Army activItis in Korea. The SORO element
of the Korean Research Unit was established in February 1964.

FT  Approach: Personnel in this unit will:

1.. (1) Assist Eighth U.S. Army personnel to be aware of and to utilize,
as appropriate, SORO R&D products;

(2) Give advice based on social science knowledge concerning Army
U Lproblems which do not warrant or are too urgent to await research;

(3) Collect field data pertinent to SORO tasks in other locations;

(4) Assist the Army to identify requirements for social science research;

(5) Conduct social science research on problems of interest to Eighth
U.S. Army and USARPAC.

Subtask: See Task Statement No. llO, above.

Ml Study 120 Special Operations Research Field Office-Panama (SORF0-Panama)
Special Operation Research Office (Milton Jacobs)

Obiective: To assist USARSOUTHOO1 and other appropriate military
commands by conducting social science research on problems of under-
standing, affecting, or supporting foreign peoples and societies,
especially in Latin American, involved in or threatened by insurgency
and subversion.

Background: In the preparation of U.S. Army officers and soldiers for
assignment to Latin American countries, and in the training of Latin
American officers, USARSOUTHOOM needs information and studies to achieve
better understanding of the social, political, military, and economic
dimensions of these countries.

Civic Action prograA 4n Latin America, as well as the training and
preparation of U.S. Army personnel for such programs, and the activities
of the School of the Americas could undoubtedly benefit from more precise
analysis of their functioning and effectiveness.

Close relationships with USARSOUTHOC's problems and with future
programs provide many opportunities for a SORO field office in Panama
to provide useful services to the Department of the Army and USARSO(UTHCM.
The Field Office was established in February 1964.
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o The general needs of USARSWTHOOM may be served by three re-
e notions: informational, evaluative, and methodological. The

informational function will provide materials designed to assist the
military in their country planning for pre-insurgency, insurgency, and
post-counterinsurgency phases of conflict within a country-specific
framework, as well as planning for conventional war. Present and immediate
future requirements include emphasis on country planning for the various

phases 4.f insurgency and for limited war.

As part of tha informational research function, SORVO-Panama will ''I
interview key officers in USARSOUTHO1 and in the School of the Americas
to obtain the objectives and the goals that they have established for
their various rogrc- ms and the informational requirements that are
necessary for the successful achievement of thcir objectives. SORP0-
Panama will also (oxamine and evaluate the informational assets present
within USARSOUTHOOM in order to discover the gaps and deficiences that
exist and to recommend such measures and research programs that will
fill the gaps.

Subtask: See Task Statement No. 109, above.

Study 121 Counterinsurgency Information Analysis Center (CINFAC)
Special Operation Research Office (Richard H. Moore)

Objective: To provide a facility which meets the requirement suggested
by the Joint DOD/CIA Committee on Counterinsurgency Research a.nd
Development in their report (I December 1962, Annex A., page v.) for
the "establishment of a rapid-response system which can effectively
store and retrieve raw data as well as completed studies on counterin-
surgency.'

Back qound: At the request of STINF0 Division, AB0, a concept was
de~velopedand a feasibility study conducted to determine whether a
Counterinsurgency Information Analysis Center, processing information
on peoples and their environment, could be established.

Approaeh: A working taxonomic system modeled after the Outline of
Cultural Materials of Thman Relations Area Files, New Hav7e~nonnecticut,
has been devised. It emphasizes the political, economic, social and
military considerations in insurgency and counterinsurgency situations.
The system, when operational is designed to provide: (1) the basis for
the systematic collection and processing of pertinent information (on
a country-specific as well as on a function•. basis), (2) the storing
of that information, (3) the rapid retrieval of that information,
(4) the inalysis of the information in terms of vhe query directed at
the information data bank. It is compatible with uther existing
information systems having application to counterinsurgency operations.

Study 125 Troo Community Relations Abroad
American Institute of Research (Humphries) U

A study being conducted by the American Institute for Research to analyze
troop community relations problems abroad and to develop proposals for
indoctrination programs for both U.S. and indigenous personnel which will
improve relationships.

Study 126 Korean Field Studies Office
In house (manned by SOR0) L

The luman Factors and Operations Research Unit under sponsorship of Army
Research Office was established in Xorea in Febrvary 1964. This unit
presently consists of scientific personnel from IbmR10, SOO, and USAPKO,
and is headed by a representative of ARO. Research being conducted is a
portion of the work programs of HukmR, S011, and USAPK.
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Study 128 DeveloIment of Materials for Use in Trainin!g Personnel for Mlitary

Assistance Advisorv Duties~Human Resources Research Office

The work in this subtask is aimed at the improvement of the effectiveness
of military assistance advisors through the development and application
of new techniques and job-oriented training materials. These techniques
m and materials will facilitate effective working relationships between
advisors and their counterparts in the host military organization. The
effort is being sponsored by the ACS/Force Development. Because of lack
of prior training U.S. military advisors frequently in the past have
failed to discern differences in approach between the methods they have
acquired from their military experiences mnd those of their counterparts
in the host countries. These variations in orientations have led at times
to dissatisfaction and frustration on the part of both. To eliminate as
far as possible this obstacle to successful military assistance operations,
similarities and differences between the expectations of advisors and their
counterparts about their work will be identified. Statements of advisors
and counterparts concerning what they expect in various aspects of work on
which they collaborate will be obtained, and these will be exchanged for
evaluation. Acceptability of expectancies by both groups will be cate-
gorized. Also types of expectancies of newly assigned and experienced
advisors will be used as bases for designing training materials and
methods to assist prospective advisors toward more successful operations.

Study 129 Problems in Education and Training for Civic Action
aHuman Resources Research Office

The purpose of this research is to identify and solve problems for the
training of U.S. and Allied military personnel for civic action. The
Armioy's civic action projects are usually preceded by a survey conducted
"by a team of officers whose recomendatons have far-reaching consequences.
Projects based on these assessments usually are carried out by military
and civilian personnel of the host country with the advice and assistance
of U.S. Army personnel. Success of the planned efforts depends on the

K ability of the Army to gain an active commitment to the program and to
train Allied personnel for the civic action operations. This is a problem
for military assistance groups, missions and mobile training teams, and
in addition for all U.S. Army schools among whose enrollees are person-
nsl from the less developed countries. The ultimate success of civic
action projects depends on the nature of this impact on the affected

communities. The research will develop guidelines for conducting the
initial civic action surveys. Opportunity will be afforded for anA on-the-scene determination of the problems survey teams must deal with
and the kinds of insights they must have to evaluate correctly the in-
formation gathered. Relevant data also will be collected from other
civic action teams, from consultants and from observations of ongoingSprojects. Later research will deal with non-materiel factors that c.n-
tribute to success of civic action projects and with zoethods of communi-cating with officers from developing nations who receive training in

U.S. Army schools.

SStudy 130 D.oa of ,o 8 a nd Techniques in Area Training
Human Resoures8 Imsearch Office

This work is designed to increase the effectiveness of area training
programs by broadening the concept of such training and by developing
improved instructional technIques. Many of the Ary•ts cold war missions
require effective social interaction with indigenous porsonnel of differ-
ent beliefs and values. U.S. personnel being prepared for such missions
undergo area training involving historical, sociological, economic, geo-
graphic, political and military background of the host country. Available
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information suggests that this orientation falls Short of being adequate [
for these assignments. The planned research is expectsd to indicate Im-
provenents in Army a•ea training progrms. It shal provide answers to
such questions as: 1) can sane critical problems o: worldng in a foreign
culture be simulated for research purposes; 2) by what other techniquescan kAry personnel acquire cross-calt-ura sansitt~vI, 3) how can re-

turees who worked effectively with indigenous persamel be identified,
and how can they assist others to acquire skillt that made them successful;
4) how can the effectiveness of area training progr•ms be measured

Study 131 2ev2Qgg"S ad Evaluai of a 8eL- Jtructional Method for Learnn a ,-. a

nw Resoures Research Office lb
The objective of this research is to develo and evaluate a self-instruc-
tional method for learning a foreign languive. The effort is being spon-
sored by the Defense Lmnguage Institute of t-he B6artment of Defense. The
use of human instructors inhzlrret in present lan'.age teaching creates
restrictions in tine, locale, and work load whici make it diffioult for
many military personnel capable of l2earn!ng a foreign language to do so.
Development of a method that would el~iwnate the need for humman instruction,
at least in the initial stages of trairing, will penit many more person-
nel to acquire critical languige skills. Language training through con-
ventional methods is a proess which lands itself readily to automation,
especially in the early phases. %ne few automated courses so far developed
reflect an orthodox linguistics approach, and so -vpresent only a start
toward exploiting psychological earwin; prInciples in language pro-
grming. Also to adapt these v irsos for military use would require
considerable modificatl.•-n. In this study the crotent for a basic course
in a designated langusqe will be determined; the goal will be to teach
the student to speak and understand this content, which will be sequenced
so as to utilize the principles that psychological experimenation has
shown to be effectiv i. The programed conitent will be adqpte to an
electromechanical, textual system designed to duplicate tie human in-
structor. Later, -eading and writing skills will be added to the student's
repertoire.

Study 132 Technical .M Across Cultural BrierMMsan R*sWXVSS essearch =ffi0

This study hs" the purpose of developing improved techniques for train-
ing pervonnel of underdeveloped Countries in the technical skills ro-
quired by mode"n a&mies. In addition to the onsiderable mimber of
foreign military personnel who are trained in U.S. Army installations
u4er the Military Assistance Program, U91A pearomnnl strongly in-
fluence the technical training condued by indigenous amies in scores
of MAP-assisted countries. Many person•l of our less developed Allied
nations are handicapped by their backgrounds in efforts to abesob mAe m
technical training. At the sae tine our com national interest require
that such personnel be trained to the highest standards possible. Yhus
a need to make our training more effective is appernt, whether coducted
in MOIS or in indigeous armies. The planned research should be usel
alw in constructing ptrepartory orses to rapidly raise the general
level of technical aptitude in the undede ed Iountrie. Initially
a &s& e of Army tasks will be used to trim represent*tIves of several
cultural or national gruups now stationed in OSII, in ordex to Identify
those tasks wich preset special difficulty. Zffot will then be smde
to develop ad evalu~ate improved tectuxiqus for training verious cultural
groupe on represuesttive man-eachize tasks.
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"doi subtask is designed to develop instructional methods for Improving
performance In aerial gunney from the amed helicopter. Amuy aviation
faces a distinctive set of training prdblems wiien coupling the addition
of armameent to the helicopter with the tactical requirement for nap-o!-
the-earth flight. These problems occur at two levels - individual
training and system operations. The various segments of the project wreL so set up as to meet both types of problems. The problems on Wilgh train-
ing research is urgently needed will be Identified anid a proficiency measure
will be developed to assess the rapid decision - making functions required
of the operator during low altitude mdflight. At the system operations
level methods f or rapid and accurate encoding of target location inf orms-
tion will be exained.

Study 134 MeLotos for &W LevijW Trainn for. Low Altitude Fih

IMe research planned f ow this study seeks to improve navigation tedbni-1~ qpes for low altitude flight and to develop training method3 to teach these
L * ~skinls to aviatow personnel. Navigation at low altitudes requires dif fer-

ent techniques from those used at highew altitudes * To attain ef fective
low altitude aewial navigation routinely, there needs to be consid erable
change from the current trial and ewro and constant pwactice methods
of learning. More reliable methods for achieving and maintaining pro-L ~ ficiency are indicated, and these should result from the planned research.
Tso accomplish them, programmed instruction will be developed to give the
pilot tiuole-task practice with w~hasis on making rapid defisions, under
the conditions of uncertainty characteristic of low altitude navigation.

This research is concerned with the increase of the individual soldier's

effectiveness in infartry operations &uwing limited visibility throogh
improved operating techniques and training methods. Emphasis is anUoperationsforwhich uid rveillaneequipment system are not adeqiate.

have benreporte on. These include the probable Impact of battle grmup
ground surveillance radar on night operations of small infantry units
aid the training research implications of pre.. ,nrt azul future vales of

are under ionvstigation. Facts aid principles obtained will be applied
In developing training or training guidance.
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The study Is expecte to lead to the discovery and application of princi-
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they are to succeed. H0ce a high degree of Interaction within the unit
is required. The problem is to learn how to develop coordinated teams
that will maintain their integrity In the face of fast personnel turnover.
Preliminary rvsac Indicates that procedures can be designed to fulfill
the objuctive of strengthening in Individual soldiers general and specific i
habits of coodinawting their efforts with those of other team members.
Studies will be continued on the effet of various types of training
on the level and rafte of attaining proficiency in team performance an
diffimalt comlex tasks, with specific focus on elm generalization of
these effects across tasks. Experimental mianipe~ations vi:a be developed
covering such things as: 1) establishment of a group code (unit opinion),
2) team work under pressure, 3) tern goal setting,* and 4) familiarity of
team members with one another.

Study137 r th 5ff veness of Small Cm"u Under Stress

The objective of this research study is to improve, through training,
the performance of small operational Army units under adverse conditions.
An early effort In this area was done In response to a request by the
ACS/I for a study of the requirements of the long-range reconnaissance
petrol. A report has been submitted containing reoosmendations for
improving the effectiveness of LRRP's in the Seventh Army. The current
research is sponsored by Headquarters., USOO)HAE. lukis nov in progress
on the collection of data to provide accurate descriptions of the per-
forwmace of small groups operating under various adverse conditions..
These activities provide a unique combination of available operational
groups - special warfare, air assault, and infantry combat teams -I
and trained observers whoc will obtain data of value both to the attaine-
omit of the study objectives and to the scientific community. Critical
group factors are being delineated, including formal and informal organi-
zation and operation of the group and changes in group structure and
functioning over time and under varying conditions. Research personnel
will then be attached to operational groups in order to observe activities
over an extended period. Analysis of sufficient data of this sort will

5 provide hypotheses from which guides for improving effectiveness of small
groups under adversity can bie developed.

Study 138 Deveoren of Training Ibr Improving the Combat Skills of Leaders In

ices Resarh Office

This subtask has the objective of improving officer training in the
critical skills required for effective combat leadership in small in-

fanty uits Itrecognizes the need to improve training in such areas
of 01" s t-"eInvovedin akig sond actcaldecisions i hc

to tctial eciionmakng he kils t bestuiedincludeloitc
and personnel utilization. Units of the Seventh Army were surveyed to
obtain ifraonon the responsibilities of the rifle platoon leader
In attack, defense and retrograde operatlons. Experimental methods
are now being examined for teaching the skills which have been identified.
The objectives are: 1) to teac fundament~als more efficiently, 2) to
make training Ies" depenent on the availability of terrain, and 3)
to increase likelihood of leaders retaining skills under operational
conditions. 71e developent of techniques for representing terrain inl-
side classrow is in progit s. During the remaining work epasism will
shift somewhat frem methods of teaching fundaetals to methods for pro-
viding practice in Applying fundamnmtals, with the objective of producing
skills that would be less likely to deteariorote under pressure of combat.
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Study 140 IngsIna the Effectiveness of Special Forces Meronel During Critiual

"U.. •Personel Research Office (In-house laboratory)

Special forms operations impose a heavy r4quirem. upon perr.ne
for prompt, efficient reaction to critical situatLons and crisis.
There is reason to believe that the very presence of the signs of
crisis w have a detrimental effect and may even disrupt the behavior
required to cope with the crisis. Objective is to determine those
tasks and task components of Special Forces operations which are sub-
ject to degradation in critical situations, and to awelop procedures,including wor methds, capable of reducing or elmiaing such prformance decrements.

Study 151 Odmional Readiness R i M s of Combat .nits
Resear. Analysis Cororation

To evaluate the operation readiness of combat units, preferably
tho-reMnraters of operations, as pertains to tactics, doctrine,
equipment, and organization. The evaluations will be made through
the design and conduct of field experiments and t tests and from
information obtained through observation and direct participation in
Army manaeuvers, tests, and training exercises. Ehasis will be placed
on quick response and rapid development of iaproved tactics and doctrine
consistent with the continuing equipment modernization requirements.
Will study air-growid interactions, night operations and combat agility
of ground vehicles.

Study 152 NbMateaical A ~ches toCobtDvoyes guemn
Mear Inalysis Cororaion•

Through mathematical and simlation techniques, om•at problems
involving all combinations of air-ground action will be investigated.
Pai-i•til emphasis p be placed or supporting t acivities of
Project 107, "Operational Readiness Reqwi rsnts of Combat Units' and
in developing weans of measuring combat effectiveness that complement
the field-experimentation approach of W-107.

Areas of mathematical model-building activity include: tank-vs-tank
action, tank formation vulnerability, heliropter, vulnerability, and
night operations.

Dvlop combat models to:

(1) Predict horizontal and vertical miss distances for tanks firing from

canted positions;

(2) Investigate the vulnerability of tank formations to ground attack;

(3) Investigate the vulnerability of tank formations to aerial attack;

(4) Investigate the vulnerability of helicopter* to small-arms fire and

(5) Gain insight into the area of night operations.

Study 153 i Corporation

Identify, analyze, ad synthesize relations and Interactions awng stra-

tegic factors bearing on problems of significance to the Army and the na-
tion, with particula emphasis on poblams related to , as a means of
assisting Amy strategic plannes and decision makers W eing Army

objectives.
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Ths oninimprjet s oneredwihselected problems relatedtoI

U.S naionl bjctives. therougect th~e spetitmelf cofito p ro isesoo
fespeingycocredwt the sryytnheses of liitdsu-lmtedc fadctoldrs, winthdatg
natioal defease possiblefrom othe soures , t Incla udiny throu r pninudaed
relhated -7 anal tical t fctr studies cIcrin e ncrlbdeities m tiitary,
poiteatical, comiteenta Mdloida n ge polics. oic 7h ocsisa
t1) Antoalyirofe U.S manti ofe ;34d satorsatei thle r~abiliti y to

selecgthedAmyI areas of th Unrid thed dec-1afde ad615 (Gogdwraphincldn
scmarte"as notstudediprevioMs wo yeliars willabeicosend. Fotr-
related anolythca studieccaeArnica voulnoferSabiltes, apprtuniaties,

Asia.)

(2) Analysis of selected Amay problens In international cowmitments
and other Army involvembnts in support of U.S. Strategy in the
decade 1966-1975 as rewired or aporat* to attain the Study
objective.

Study 154 11i

To study selected commad, decision, and operational problems concerning
frce strengths anid composition, logistics, supot01i*1irmewts, and
othe ahlitat:A-related factos together with hei iteractions in conflict
situations at the theater level using a probin-orienrei comutew-assisted
gaming model as a research tool.

The study is designed to poietheater gating to support Army reqair*-
mato for studleis Involving such factors as the strength, type, cmo

sition, and support of theater forces.

The projeact is -a oantinuing cme sabracing problems in the entire spect-nia
of conflict, from cold war through limited war to general war. Problems
of interest to the sponsoring agency of the Army wre selected for study
by simulating conflict situations with wichd the Army is oonfrcnted around
the world. These problems way include the gross rewpiremmts for ground
combat, air support, logistics, Intelligence, and related setters-oee.
tions in joint or combined comands anid operatlons wItbi anlied a
indirme~naus military forces; anid satters relating to belligerent and not--
beiligerert nations arid their governmnt in the areas uider stuidy; all
thes" evolving from interaction r g sewvics,* allies,* ad lindigenous
forces art governments.

The project aploys analysis, simelation, and comptere-asetsted gaing
as Principal, but not ewclzsive, ree"ard tools. A contiimaou suppor-ti
effort Is made to eteiti the capabilities of the model3 to make Iter
comrehensive anid for the productil-o of results that laid thunselves to
quantitative and sophisticatvd analysis.

To support gaming opeartiions vS th moomb directed at devalopme?:t of newt
improved sethodology, mods", ard !A"-r data; to =wui&Ct boo045ouaid aid r
exploratory rasearch and analyses on godeng tedisolcg, Including cn-
pistin spPOrt thert~fo; &Ari to e"masid gaminig capabilities, ino r*w,
additional, and so refined o.pplications.



IThis study is Intended to. provide research supportI for gamingn operations
in general and spaeafioatiy to advance the ou vrait aid future gaming cinpe-
bilities ;I Projects no0, in., aid 109 partica- .rly; to sadvais the state
of the art of wairg; ard to prowide mains of usinggmn euqe and
results to support the work of oher MC stdiesrq. ft eet ed fo,
study will take cognisance of the. wepiveaits of "re plaiwins aid decision
maker In relation to the entire spectrum of coyfflict including .aol war,

Unmited war, and certain aspects of general war. Sqpcia
at. ill be given to analyses and symbteses of wilitary and militarV-.

related conerns. Imcuded ng the letter a" political, Pecw~
psychlogical wad sociolagical facmuw'. Cf fet mill be dirsec-ted toward

tde development of tvcluiaes to quareiy such fats to b"il models
to employ these factor In simiulations qpiommng real 11± situations,
aid to idt, these factors to processing cii high-speed comAwatr

f tu11dy 156 PA.A !afqSj

To anticipate aid qapprlees significant ecocrudc :-, relsatd aspects of
the international situstlon, inOAlu Vding4elopment of ans lses and fare-

I. -cast of key parameters by p a bloie aid region, as a basis for broad
planning of force and asuistane poraoms, especially related to the AMa
Strategic Plans: Basic Army Strategic Estimate (MM2) aid Army Strategic
Klan (MW).

It is necessary to develop -a series of broad-based studies on anticipsted
wold situations a~ the long tes to pr-widd a prprbasis for long-
venge Army Plaviing. These studies slhi3A be, In sufficliet depth to
highlight signifiomant underlying politic)-economic factors that wast be
considee by At" plannara 'c lewn with fcelevels dep10OMIets,
allied and other farest, tnf ~t1rctuare, base rights, IpI -o-itioning, etc.
These studies a so vi-Ii .zzzi*; W'-3S. 5 in the development of realistic

~te111s for %W 9301M.

A tire basis of United States aid foreign econmiic aid ralate& data mAst
be developed for these studies, Wdid shold consid~er almso uch factr
as regional alignewts aid amitions; polltico-econoic policies aid di-
rections; aid ecocnoic levels, gtmrats oqadditIes, aMW Conuiraints.
Also to be ineluded is a special analysis ;I thm Soiet assistance Pro-
gram, the policy of *tu&rnvcwsd,9 as Indicated in the study A-1 pooe

(1) Develop analyses aid forecast of key strategic ewoic and
related paxemeters by power bloc aid region.

(2) Develop a tire data base of United States aid foreign data as the
basis for the abov anslyses aid forec"st.

Study 157 O& Ut h

To determinae Army objectives regarding strategic nobility.

An analysis Of the Middle "aSt COMIMngcy, comleted In "wariy 1%3.,
dslsdthe advisabillty of modify-ing the ofti@,-s qappsoac to the stdy.

nou VW'et, as "Oatrtly oconceived, vIU provide MI r a eh N I analysi
of critical tactosaecigtep dpo t fAyor n
response to any am of a lare set of assume coningencies. The qrptocad
Is to folwAlAte a PdrwintriC Statmoont of the global strategic delayw
requitment thzciqa Cocsidertetan of those cuntries aid areas in d*i di the
United i~tates has formal coiitments aid/r vital Interests. skeletal

Wrcenls (location, U.S. fresiam, an reeprnui.-time ewai"Wits) toe
atypical CORwgincaY In eac afse will be develped as a genmreisatlon[1 ~ ~Of the pFdil. SMINNtam Oarain44 in the oftginal study tema of reference.
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With the assistance, guidance, and approval of PIG, the MAC study group
will generate the necessary soenarics, forc structures, and costing
factors Nothemtical programing technique wini be employed in a pore-
metri ootefctvn analysis to determine the optimal mix of doploy-

eIt methods as a function of requairement levels and other model paromentemrs.
Deployment methods to be considered Include aircraft, high-speed shipping,
aid various forms of prestodzing mid preoitioning. The study vill deve-
lop recommended Army objectives with regard to long-range strategic mobility.
Account wiln be taken of prose-t and programed capabilities with respect
to both surface mid air transport, implications of existing and planned
prpositioning both fixed and floating, and of the location a&d oomitmat
of deployable loces;. Partiala' attention will be given to deployments
in -nderdeveloped aneas, Lreluding problems of loading and adf-loading,
compatibility of terminal facilities with the mode of transport,* marrying-
up of troops with equaipmient aid -upplles, and marshaling of teansport. It
will also analyse the ImPlIcations of requirements arising from simultane-
ously occurrilng contingencies.

Study 158 vae eb oa mitin

To investigate on a continuing basis the affect of advancing technology on
military ope..acions. Studies are intended to ensure early exploiitation
of the potential of new techniques by early preliminary determination of
operational feasibility mid by identifying are"s requiring reseac and
exploratory developmant leading to eventual veapon-systes developmnt,
or where appropriate, enginaeering developmeent of tactical weapons and
eqiipment.

The study *ill include all areas of technology with Possible application
to military op.-rati mis. In game cases It might be desirable to analyre
the technology aed trends therein and evaluate the Impact on future
wepans, equipmt, and militarry operations. In other cases it might be
desirable to analyze the trends in doctrine, organization, and operations;
the impact that this may have on requiremns for materiel; "i then survey
tedwulogy to see how these requiremets eight be fulfilld. Some of the
technological fields where recent advvmces have been made to be considered
initially are: lasers, light amplifi~cat ion devices, cricj.enics, ultra-
speed shaped chargei, fuel, ftzel-calls, molecular electronics, bianics,
and penetration aids.

Soe of the tedinological. needs for new tactical weapons to which the
efforts may be. directed ar'ei i~mmrvd buan sensory perception, ultra-
miniaturizatior, materials for weight reduction, `avn-proo! sensors, ics-
proof piidarce memos, siae--freet propmellants, higher energy peopellczts.
ulire-hiqh velocity warheads, longer diration lasers, night optics,
improved high explosive effects, environmental reliability, energy pro-

~ 159 jection, directional atoustic eson"". ultrasenitive Suwnss aid

This task is intende to increase the of-toti~netss of foreign language
training system in meeting U.S. &MlW roQuiramuts by studies of selected
factors Involved in the language toehding - learning process. In conrast
to previous language train~ing rieserch by this office, 9*deci has centered
an oevalopeot of autonated, limited lanmpage cous~es, this wo Is son-
do i alap l adwill soe descriptive, experixota1 aid correlational

esto aerain specific lanquag training qoestiont. In the initial I
phose three saegents of study will -be pursued concurrently.: 1) Information



on current practices in lanpuage training will be assembled and oranized;
attention will be on qenex.al concepts and orientitions, techniques, course

* content and objectivestrainrng media employed and-evaluation procedures,
2) T-iirning ,nethods for teaching the phonology of a foreign language will
be developed, instruction pioblems will be approached by linguistic analysis
and by studies in aueitory recognition and pronunciation and 3) How well
acquired foreign language skills are utilized on the job and what factors
affect the degree and na-ure of such usage will be studied.

Study 160 Prck.edures for Contruction and Use of War-Like Exercises for Traininq
in becision Making
Human Resources Research Office

The purpo,•e of this research is to develop methods and techniques for
contructing and condi cting training war james that simulate the
decision-making environmcnt of an individual company grade officer
during battle. Initially effort will be directed toward developing
techniques and methodology for constructing battle environment simu-
lations which will not involve tihe use of terrain nor have the extensive
umpire and computational requirements of standard map maneuvers. Company
grade officer materials of in-battle activities will be used to prepare
a prototype exercise. Slide and tape presentation systems are being
developed to depict command action during battle and to permit active
and varied trainee participation. A manual describing the construction
of the prototype exercise is in preparation. The exercise will be appro-
priate for use at the U.S. Army Infantry School in conjunction with
"standard map-maneuvers or as a separate topic. The methodology for
preparing such an exercise will be put in the form of how-to-do-it

i" manual for other interested users.

,D
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Study 401 Alg ri1
Rand Corporation (Galula)

Objective: The objective of this task is to analyze the French cam-

paIgn 1inAlgeria at the level of company-size units.

Study 402 Historical Surney of Patterns & Techniques of Insurgency Conflicts in

Atlantic Research Corporation (H. Weigert)

Ob ective: The objective of this task is to identify patterns of signi-
ca national and lower-scale insurgency activity, strategy, and

tactics in Latin America since 1900 in order to determine whether and .

to what extent such insurgency:

(a) Conforned to communist doctrines of "protracted war" as defined by
Mao Tse Tung, Vo Nguyen Giap, and Che Guevara -J

(b) Gave evidence of commonality in a distinctively Latin American
style of insurgency -

(c) Followed no discernible pattern. L.

Study 403 Effects of Strategic Hamlet Program in Vietnam
University of Arizonp (Pham Chung)

Objective: The objective of this task is to evaluate the economic,
military, and general effects of the Strategic Hamlet Program in Vietnam
and its role in the long-term security of the country.

Study 404 Studies of NE Thailand

Rand Corporation - Field Office in Bangkok

Objective: The objective of this task is to determine the most likely "
sources of social conflict in Northeast Thailand, concentrating or, those
local problems and attitudes which could be exploited by the Communists.

Study 405 Studies of Counterinsurgency in Latin America
Atlantic Research Corporation (H. Weigert)

The objective is to identify patterns and techniq'jes of national and lower
scale CI conflicts in Latin America to derive data of a3sistance to U.S.
planning for R&D requirements of military CI operations in Latin America.

Study 406 Morbidity and Casualty Study V
Research Analysis Corporation

Objective: The objective is to determine the specific weapons and tech-
ni14es of the enemy which are causing RVNAF casualties and the relative V
rate of occurrence of each type of wound. This analysis is intended to
give better definitions of P.DT&E requirements for improved weapons and
armor. [

Study 407 Southeast Asia Treaty O anization Medical Analysis
Research Analysis Corporation

Objective: The objective of this task is to assess the significance of
medical factors in Southeast Asian military exercisea performed under GEATO.
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Study 408 Royal Vietnam Air Force After Action ,eport Study
Rand Corporation

Objective: The objective of this task is to obtain on a systematic basis
move complete and definitive RVA reporting of actions between element:
of the RVNAF and the Viet Cong. The specific intent is to collect data of
tho type that will permit systematic analysia to determine RDME require-
merits.

Study 409 Abush Patterns and Counteraction TechniquesJ. Rata (In-F-use)

Objective: The objective of this task is to analyze the ambush in all its

[ forms, ientify typical ambush patterns, and develop paranetric data fromwhich RIT&E requirements for counteiveapons, devices and kiquipment can
be developed. ui n

Study 410 Field Communication Systems PerformanceV Stanford Research Institute

Objective: The objective of this task is to analyze the ( erational usage
and performance of base and tactical communication systems in use Ln South
Vietnam to provide part of the basis for the identification of RDT&E re-
quirements in the communication equipment area.

Study 411 Threat Analysi3
Research Analysis Corporation

Objective: The objective is to gain some understanding of the VC attack
patterns and tactics and to ascertain whether these actions can be cor-
related with identifiable parameters such as the fraction of the popu-
lation in completed hamlets, geographical or security region, character
and strength of defenses, time of the day or month, etc.

IL. Study 412 Border Surveillance and Control
Rand Corporation

Objective: The objective of this task is to ascertain the feasibility
of detecting and eventually diminishing illicit traffic in men and ma-
terials into and out of South Vietnam.

SStudy 413 Railroad Security

Research Analysis Corporation

SObjective: The objective is to analyze security of the Vietnam Railway
System and recommend improved techniques.

Study 414 Data Base Working GroupSO•4MSMAWV (in-house)

Objective: The objective is to inventory the existing data and reports
systems, assess their usefulness for command and research needs, and
institute improved procedures.

Study 415 Indicators (Factor Analysis) Study
Rand Corporation (R. Jones)
Objective: The objective is to analyze groups of items whose reasonable
eTion-ships (correlations) with each other are such as to suggest them

as valid indicators of counterinsurgency progress.
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Study 416 New Areas Modeling Exercises in Counte.insuruOgZ 1 !, e anDitajon t
tics oels also O/i on Control c Po•oection or Population. eres,

Loines of COmmunication, Economic Infra-Structure [
Research Analysis Corporation

Objective: As indicated

Study 427 Analysis of Mobile Development Unit Operations ADUJ)
Rand Corporation

Obie--tive: The Mil's in Thailand are basically civic-action tems, put ,r

into the field by the National Security Organization, whIch seek to cvam'
bine and apply the talents of all civilian and military departments under
a single ccmmander. Primary missions are to persuade villagers to have
faith and confidence in the RIG, to study local conditions as a basis for
development planning, and to collect useful information. An analyst was
assigned to spend seven weeks in Northeast Thailand with one of the MR1' s
and evaluate its performance.

Study 426 ARPA/LILE Plans to Parl.icigate in a Dynamic Modeling Pzotoam for CI
thru the ARPA Behavioral Sciences Project
Dynamic modeling and Couterinsurgency (contractor undetermined)

Objective: No further statement necessary.

Study 428 Motivation Studies
Rand Corporation (G. Hickey)

Objective: The objective is to analyze the relationship between the
history of MVN NCOO and middle grade officer performance in combat, and
the history of personal background, appointment and promotion patterns.
Also to observe the impact of charged reward, punishment and promotion
patterns on performance In combat.

Study 429 Com erinsurgency Information Center (SORD)
P al Support of SOW) Project

Objective: The objective is to support a Counterinsurgency Information
Center to be operated by SOR9 . The center will contain information re-
lating to social and behavioral science, political science and economics. Li
(See Study 121)

Study 431 Udvisor-Counterpart 2oWuntaons
Rand Corporation (G. Hlickey)

Objectivet The objective of this task is to survey the problem in human
communication between U.S. advisore and their Vietnamese dounterparts and
to determine which of these problems are susceptible to improvement
through research and development.

Study 432 Education Proaams fr Indisenous Milt1ary Sciewnists

Oie!,ivat Th# objective is to encourage cross-fertilization of the
Military R&D conounity by inviting liaited numbers of military scientific
pereonne from selected indigenous r, mtries to 00HUS for instruction 11
and training.
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Study 452 _ouncation. Cooperation and Negotstion in CultugWllv iaterogensous

I• rsity of Illinois (F.E. Fiidlew, C.E. Osgood, S.C. Triandis, L.M.
Stolurow) (Monitored by O0R)
To provide soae of the basic research support to the Navy's intercultural

F role th. following kinds of research have been undertaken in this program:

L (1) To examine negotiation or bargaining behavior in a variety of
ethnolinguistic settings;

(2) To explore the applicabillty of recently developed techniques of
instructional programuing in diverse linguistic barriers, and

(3) To learn more about techniques or cooperative and creative interaction
across linguistic and cultural barriers. Contacts have been made in
a rmaber of European nations, and experiments are in progress to
oevelop the necessary knowledge and techniques to further the above
objectives. It is planned to exte.ad this program to Asian nations
next year and perhaps to South Amez-ca.

ID1,
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Study 201 §ocio-Political Precursors to Insurgency a
HR - Singer, Incorporated

One of the major threats to our strong defensive posture throughout the
world is the enemy's skill at formenting, precpitating, exploiting, and
directing insurgent activities of either a covert or overt (guerilla) na-
ture. Despite the fact that some insurgency sensing capability already
exists within the intelligence community, some important requirements
remain. New sources of data need to be tapped. A reliable, valid method
of attack needs to be introduced which will not only predict trouble but
will predict it at a very early point in time. In addition, the new
approach should supply information of value in deriving means of averting [1
t-ouble. If by means of socio-political. sensors the enemy is observed to
be using a certain pattern of manipulation, it wl U then be possible not
only to assess the relative degree of threat imposed by such a plan, but
to provide field personnel with systematized guide lines of effective
counter manipulations and monitoring/evaluating results.

FY 64 - 0
65 - $75,000
66 - $95,000

Study 202 Inventory of Foreigan Area Research
Dept. of State, External Research Staff (D. Fendrich, Nagle)

Contribute to the support of the service rendered by, the External Research
Staff which serves as a clearinghouse for government-sponsored and private
research in pertinent social science areas. The most valuable oitput as far
as the Navy is concerned has been directories of such research. It is now
proposed to expand these function!, to provide coordination of government
sponsored research in these areas which will be useful in avoiding pos-
sible overlap of support.

Study 203 Chinese Relations
Stanford University (Jan Triska)

"Objective reaity" has no influence upon the decision-maker, except as
it is filtered through his particular set of lenses. One thing we must
do then in trying to influence the choices and actions of the Soviets and
Chinese is try to discover what their perceptions of their environments
are. Their response to U. S. actions (or weapon systems) will depend to
a large extent on their perceptions of the United States, of each other
and the!: rela•ions with each other, and of the world environment and
their position and role within the context of this environment.

Study 204 Uti•ization of Soecial WerfaE. Force$ to Meet Other Limited War Needs
Naval Analysis Group, Office of Naval Research

The Wavyts me•blity and flexibility of response is providing a cornerstone
to our national security. Special Warfare Forces may well represent addi-
tional capability to meet other limited war needs. This study will examine
the ent-ire limited war spectrum of force requirements and relate the
capabilities of Special Forces to these requirements.

Study QGoq hig ESo cM~ts
!!v21 Analysis Grop, Oftice of Naval Research

Studies in this category will cover specific geographic areas and will
provide a basic understanding of the politico-econoRic social aspects of
the area as they relate tu wdaer communications systems. A study outline
as follows is contmplated:
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[1. Define as a socio-economic model the inter-relationships between
national human resources, %tebozrne commnication systms and the•,economic development and internal-ext~ernal 3ocrt~y of a country.

2. Using Colombia as a model, determine to what extent the development
of water communication systems and associated livelihoods could con-
tribute to the progressive development of the economic and political
stability of the country, developing priorities and costs for a
twenty year period.

3. Based upon the priorities forecast, what resources of the U. S. Navy
could be utilized to assist or promote the development reqiIred?
What research and development effort should be exerted now to meet

1. future needs?

Study 206 Research Implications of Naval Counterinsurmencv and Unconvetional! " Warfare Operations

Stanford Research Institute (Naval Analysis Group, Office of Naval
. "Research)

The overall objective of this research will be to analyze counterin-
surgency and unconventional warfare operations from the viewpoint of
Naval requirements and potential contributions to provide a basis for
development of a research and analysis program that should provide the
military establishment with improved concepts, techniques, and equipments
and systems for future counterinsurgency and unconventional warfare.

Study 207 Delineation of the Naval Role'in Psychological Operations
Human Sciences Research, Inc. (N. D. Havron)

The psychological operations of the U. S. Navy, namely missions designed
primarily for their psychological impact, are becoming increasingly
important. This program is aimed at an overall delineation of the Naval

(- role in psychological operations and where possible to develop material
which will serve as a basis for implementation by commanders and opera-
ting forces.

Study 209 Development of Culture-Free Tests
Several investigators at a number of universities (Princeton University,L Educational Testing Service, H. Gul.liksen, F. M. Lord)

The practical utility of psychological selection tests for mi litary per-
sonnel has been well established. Unfortunately, existing tests are not
suitable for translation and use in other languages and cultures. TheytJ are "culture bound". In order to insure the rapid growth and early sta-
biity/ of emerging nations, the use of effective selection and classifi-
cation tests will be required. We need to know more about how our own
tests can be converted to usable form in other languages and cultures;
about techniques for developing non-language tests for illiterate popu-
lations; and ultimately how to develop culture-free tests that can be used
universally. Research in this program includes basic test theory to
develop a better understanding of tests and tescing and of sophisticated
techniques such as multidimensional analysis which will premit the precisu
identification of areas where change is required to make tests more uni-
versally usable across different languages and cultures.

Study 210 Automated Instruction
Several investigators at a number of laboratories (R. Glaser, U. of Pgh..;
L. Stolurow, U. of Ill.; J. Swets, MIT).

n Military assistance to emerging nations generally involves providing them
with military equipment. This in turn creates training needs to provide
men trained in operation and maintenance. Other more general tactical
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training is also involved. There is a great need for exploiting new de-
velopments in the automation of instruction to simplify and iMprove
training.

Study 251 Inter-Natin i on flict: case studies of &mt. Israel. #nd ths Iited
Nations at Five .Points In JIM

Stanfo verity (R. C. orth)[

This research will draw upon historical materials in order to acquire
information about reciprocal perceptions and responses of national
decision-makers in times of crisis and of their interactions with mediators
external to the dyad. The primary technique of exploiting historical ma-
terial will be the detailed content analysis system (the General Inquirer) ii
developed for use on the IBM 7090 at N. I. T., Harvard University, and
Stanford University.

Study 252 Analysis of International Tensions L.
Stanford University (R. C. North, et al.) (NOT/Point Nugn)

The principal Aim of this research is to analyze various levels of inter-
national tension by means of content analysis of public documents from the
U.S., the U.S.S.R., and the People's Republic of China, and to formi-
late a typology of interaction patterns typical of these nations.

Study 253 Co2Wrison of the Values of Sovist and American Elites
University of Michigan (R. Angell) (NOTS/Point Mugn)

Perceptions are influenced by values and hence an understanding of the
values of decision-makers and elites is important in attempting to predict
Soviet perceptions of and reactions to various aspects of deterrence.

Study 254 Deterrqnce and Limited War
Harvard University (N. Halperln) (NOTS/Point Mugn)

The aim of this study is to assess the viability of a direct defense

strategy in relation to alternative and complementary local area stret-
egies, This is accomplished through the discussion of a number of possible
strategies for the defense of third areas and the logical analysis of the

impact of alte,-at-ive strategic postures.

Study 255 Deterrence in History
Institute for Cross-Cultural Studies (R. Naroll) (NOTS/Point Mugn)

The search for factors which deter agressive action must be carried on
throughout the entire range of human experience. Essentially, the product
of such an investigation consists of a listing of factors which have ap-
parently some measure of effect in previous deterrent situations, a
description of the operation of each factor, and An evaluation of the
effectiveness of each factor and combination af factors in deterring
aggressive action.

Study 2S6 Irnducin ation beeen Adv.e-r-ies
Columbia University (N. Deutsch)

This research program will investigate techniques of inducing cooperation
between adversaries and changing hostile orientation of adversaries.

Study 2S7 Effects of Persuasive Conication* on AttitAues
Hunter College (W. Weiss)

Though there is msch use of negotiaticn, propaganda, and intelligence
operations, such use is entirely empirical and rot based on odern b*-
havorial and social science research. On the basis of coordinating
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exlperiamets, there will be an attemt to wield existing research inths
areas into an integrated body of knoledge.

dY soca since FMO conci (P. newringl

The principal, objective of the seoies of foreign symosia Is to atlualatea
interest In cross-cultiszel research on selected proble of gr9 psycho-
logy. The focus will be an such Navy-relievent topics as conflict
resolution, ip~tergraa conflict and copration, negotiation, aet., to
which proinent psychologists abroad can mask unique contributions. 7he
first symposium of prominent European psychologists has bean held In

of des whch b13hasMftpossible, there viii be ircluded in the pub-
lished proceedings a survey of currwnt research in group psychology in
Western Carope and a directory of research and traintinj-mtente of-

This research will investigate the strategies which characterise bar-

gaining and decisions when members of =aU groups differ in relative

CStudy 20CopW A u

Dvaprilmental data have been obtained an the process whereby groups react
to and adjust to sudden stress In working conditions uner a variety of
differwat conditions. Research is being condcted both In the United
States and abroad on group equilibrium as it t.eIata; to productivity and
morele in problem solving work groups.

CStudy 261 Cmkiwgist t a Ws Q.o 2M

Since the Navy is faeeoswith an important problem iv the izitegraticm of
groups of personnel drwam fras diverse culturarl bacb4'ouxds, results ob-
tamned from this research on the principles governing the dissolution ofU Stidy262such disruptive influneces 3h~ld find application in the toam of ca.-

Study 262 io,1n and Attitud
U~vers ty-o May d(. N. F'2Sionies)

Methods of persuasion very from culture to culture. the basic ef fort In
this researv* propan Is to teat various hypotteses st*=Lg from a de-I yelping theowr of attitude chabnoo, as they applyv to foreigners as well as
to Americans.

the tbwdenta1 infoc tion of 0e act-ion cf chamical smitiers of ?uw~
b'aawvior way be appliad to military situation* in ordes that predictable
changes of Inividuaul perfosmanc, behavior can be m&d reliably. aon-

ditions sssociated with prolonge moitoring tasks the medfor otancedIaviln dt 44deratint tesu 1win r
Ixmlso aletos
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Std 264 Pw-hovhW olo= Aps•.atod !as Intj=Hjono Procedu•s

Stanford Re yserch anstetute (L. Birzns)

The primary objective of this research is tc explore several interrogation
protocols, physiological mesures, and novel combir-tons of autonomic and

sensory-sotor elecurophysiological changes that may Jccur during variousinterrogation sit'uations. Any improvement in the techniques to determine

the veracity of a person being interrogated shc .ld be highly useful to

ventional warfare situation.
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Study 301 Patterins of National Developmenet and Implication$ for Military Plarnn -
Latin America and Africa
University of California (Lipset)

The objective of this research is to coanuct empirical studies of key
topics connected with the problems of development in the emerging
nations of Africa, Asia, and Latin America The first topic relates
to an exploratory cross-national study of students and how they con-
tribute to the stability or instability of a nation. This will be
studied partly by means of analysis of new questionnaire data to be
collected from students overseas. The second topic focuses on the
development of educational institutions, their relationships to other
institutions, and how these together affect the modernization process.
This topic will also be studied cross-nationally by means of historical
documents and some data supplied by survey research. The third topic
concerns methodological difficulties encountered in studies of compara-
tive national development, particularly as these studies relate to sur-
vey research techniques in areas particularly relevant to military
interests.

-Study 302 Political Development and Modernization in Islamic Countries
University of Chicago (Binder)

The proposed research will be an investigation of the relation between
national integration and political development. The research will be
conducted in a g-roup of Islamic countries of the- Near and Middle East
and North Africa. The underlying assumption is that modernization in-
"volves a degree of political maturation, which has two major aspects:
1) A realistic appraisal of ones own national capabilities, and 2)
The adoption of a responsible foreign policy as a consequence of a
realistic appraisal of the capabilities and intentions of.foreign
nations. It is hypothesized that political maturity cannot be attained
without political stability which is related to a concept of national

* .identity. It is further proposed to test the role of emerging social
classes as the mediating agents in material modernization and their
influence in political modernization. One of the principal products
will be the provision of a tested scheme for the analysis of develop-
ment that can be applied in other developing areas. These studies bear
directly on the role of the U.S. Military in providing military advice,
assistance, and advanced training in U.S. Military Schools for the in-
digenous military leaders, and to the problems of long-range military
planning.

Study 303 Comparative Studiee of Modernization Affecting Military Planning
Hebrew University (S. U. Eisenstadt)

The objective of this research will be to explore the ways in which
the process of mcdernization in new and developing nations affects
attitude changes of the populations and structural change of the eco-
nomic and social systems of the countries to be studied. After the
structural and attitudinal varieties of selected new nations have been

Sf determined, the research will focus upon che analysis of the conditions
facilitating or impeding change toward the acceptance of modern, western
conditions. Countries will be selected from Asia, Africa, and Latin
America and compared wiLh Israeli experience in their success and
failure to bring about orderly change. This research should be signi-
ficant assistance to Air Force plans and operations concerned with the
issues of special warfare and international affairs.
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Study 306 Military ImDlications of Chanqe in Communist China
Harvard University, East Asian Research Cente. (Lindbeck)

The focus of this research program is Communist China. Research !1
studies are concerned primarily with three general problems: 1)
organizational integration; 2) value transformation and moderni-
zation; and 3) political organization and process (mobilization [
and use of power, including its ideological legitimation). Studies
will be undertaken form various disciplinary perapectives; social
science, anthropology, and political science, but projects on Chinese
society and politics will be closely coordinated. Among the tasks
to be undertaken during the initial three-year period are the fol-
lowing: 1) processes of organizational integration; 2) the ±ndi-
vidual as a citizen in Comnunist China; 3) ideal prescriptions for
individual personality; 4) value modernization; 5) political organi-
zation and process; 6) decision-making processes, and 7) research
on Chinese military policy and its implications for American military
strategy and foreign policy. This research will take place both in
the United States and East Asia.

Study 307 Inventory of Foreign Area Research
Department of State, External Research Staff (Nagle)

This investigator will prepare periodic inventories of government spon-
sored research projects in the fields of the behavioral sciences, in-
cluding the following categories of research materials; bibliographies,
studies in economics, education, foreign relations, geography, govern-
ment and politics, history, and general regional studies, including
the results of anthropological, sociological, and psychological studies.
The inventories cover both classified and unclassified research reports.

Study 308 Soviet Military Aid Program as a Reflection of Soviet Objectives
Atlantic Research Corp., (H. Weigert, AFXPWD)

The contractcr will study the main underlying objectives of the Soviet
military aid program. Have these objectives changed in the past and
are they likely to change in the future? He will review the develop-
ment of the Soviet military aid program from its inception to the
present. What major changes have taken place and why? What evidence
is there of instances in which the Soviets have reacted to something
the U.S. did not do? The contractor will analyze the present aims
of Soviet military aid. What is relationship of present aims to the
"wars of liberation" policy? An attempt will be made to forecast
future Soviet military aid programs, What effect will internal econo-
mic factors have on future Soviet military aid programs? What will
be the estimated relative influence of the United States, Peking, and
France on future Soviet military aid plans?

Study 310 Alternative Strategies for Crisis Control and Conflict Management
University of Pennsylvania (AFXPD) (Kintner)

The contractor will analyze the problem of escalation. Develop infor-
mation relating to the means and advantages of escalation of U.S.
aerospace forces; control and interdiction of escalation by hostile
powers; the tactics, strategy and doctrine applicable in escalation
situations; and tactics, strategy and doctrine applicable to the use
of air power in cold war situations.

Study 311 Military Power and Persuasion
Bureau of Social Science Research (Biderman)

This study is directed toward providing an increased understanding of
social, cultural, psycholceical and pclitical aspects of persuasive
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communication as they may relate to the control and impact of military
power. A systematic analytic structure will be developed for integ.a-
ting existing knowledge and conducting investigations relevant to
problem areas such as coanter-insurgency and civic action programs of
the Air Force. There will be a continuing development of research
approaches, tapping of scientific resources in the academic community
and the transmittal to Air Force Planning Officers of Social Science
Research results in this problem area. The study should provide a
useful bridge between the application of research in direct support of
Air Force programs, and the on-gcing stream of more basic research
relating to the psychological and social impact of 3erospace power.

Study 312 Cross-National Measures of Attitude Change Under Conditions
T- Modernizationt Harvard University (Inkeles)

U The goal of this research is to achieve systematic measures of attitude
change for use in a wide range of cultural settings where modernization
is occurring. Attitudes toward self, peers, and authority and aspira-
tions for self, for children, and for community, are some of the main
dimensions to be explored initially. The development and testing of
such measures are considered an indispensable foundation for under-
standing the massive process of social change, and Its frequcntly
explosive political consequences, now being experienced in many parts
of Asia, Africa and Latin America.

Study 351 Elite Structure and Transformation in Political Systems
* University of Pittsburgh (Beck)

This research project is designed to study the aggregate composition
of political elites, through time, in selected states of Eastern Europe.
Three research interests can be identified in the project: 1) Data
on the character of political elites in Eastern Europe, 2) Validation
or rejection of hypotheses related to the direction of eAlire change in
totalitarian political systems, 3) Theoretical statements regarding
the process of elite transformation. Each of these will be systema-
tically explored. The research effort should contribute to the under-
standing of what has actually occurred in totalitarian political
systems, what trend has been developing. and in what manner the inter-
play between interral and external factors has stimulated and retarded
the transformation of elites. The latter is crucial for understanding
one aspect of persuasive communication procedures an'] assessing ulti-
mate alternative policies in Air Force planning procedures.

Study 352 'ilitar Imolication of the Transmission of New Technology

to Developing Nations (Japan)
Howard University (Spencer)

The objective of this study is to examine the nature and military
implications of the transmission and diffusion of new technology
through a modern nation to developing countries. The study will
focus upon the economic factors but will include other world-wide
ramifications of a modern nations role (Japan) in receiving and dif-
fusing new technology to other less developed countries of the world.
It: Aill seek to determine the basic conditions for and consequences
of such transmission and diffusion. This study promises to be useful
in providing insights in the area of transferring and communication
intellectual skills and technological methods from the United States
to less develo•ped countries, such as thuse in which Air Force person-
nel are train.r.; people in the use of modern equipment and weapons.
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Study 354 Measurement of Attitudes and Attitude Chance I
University of Colorado (Cook)

The goal of this research is the construction and testing of a set of
standardized measuring instruments, as it were, for these important
ingredients of human persuasion and motivation. The focus of the
work is on the measurement of attitudes toward social groups-- people
of other countries, or sub-groups within a country. Particular
attention will be given to interviewing techniques and on techniques
in which-inferences are drawn from performance on objective tasks.
This work shou)4 contribute significantly to an area which is be-
coming increasi. ly important to the Air Force-- the ability to
measure and assess the influence of its operations, systems develop-
ment and personnel on host communities and people, both domestic and
foreign.

Study 355 Study of Self-Management Technigues for Stressful Conditions
Bureau of Social Science Research (Klausner)

The objective of these studies is to determine the techniques,
strategies, and motivating forces used by individuals who are members
of a group or an organization regularly operTting in stressful environ-
ments. Investigations will be made of such groups as military special
forces, specialized religious groups, and sport parachutists (sky-
divers), whose activities subject them to disapproval, physical
hostility, or danger. Efforts will be made to identify those str3t-
egies and techniques used to prepare persons to face stress, and
those forms of ritualism or group loyalty that are manipulated to
provide resistance to stress. Results of this research should b-
useful in suggesting %iys of improving selection and training prude-
dures for personnel required for stressful assignments.

Study 356 Study of Cognitive and Affective Attitudes Cross-Culturally
University of Oxford, England (Tajfel)

This research will elucidate the motivational basis for the develop-
ment of prejudice. Current theories implicate: i) lte consequences
of the process of socialization, 2) Emotional experiences underlying
particular types of personality structure, or 3) The results of a
multiplicity of social influences. Three stages in the development of
cognitive aspects of prejudice are recognized--differentiadion, identi-
fication, and evaluation. The investigator will examine the way in
which individuals categorize information, and the way in which the mode
of categorization affects the acquisition of sterotypes which facili-
tate the learning of responses that are descrined as prejudiced behavior.
Studies will be undertaken in cross-cultural settings in an effort tc
control the effects of group and cultural factors in development of
attitudes toward an individuals own group and other groups. The re-
sults of this research are applicable to the preparation of personnel
for overseas military assignments and in the development of training
and operational coordination of U.S. and foreign military personnel.

Study 35: Action Means as a Factor in Persuasion (Outcomes)
University of Pittsburgh (Nehnevajsa)

The objective of this research is to conduct a series of studies on
important factors involved in judgment and decision-making about
critical political and international issues. Previous studies con-
cerned themselves with judgments of probability, desirability, and
desirability attributed to others, regarding the possible occurrence
of certain future events. In the present studies the focus will be
on available and actual means of action courses possible to indivi-
duals and groups acting in a socio-political situation. Possible
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courses of action will be evaluated in relation to the circumstances
and environments in which some of these actions are: A) prescribed,
B) preferred C) permitted or D) prohibited. The results of
this study will be placed In a predictive relation against claims of
how respondents would act in specific cold war situations.
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